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FOREWORO
Legislative concern over tbe possible inadequacy of University facilities and state rE~sources to meet the increasing
local demands of higher education led to this study of nonresident students and the University.
In recent years, there have
been annual increases in nonresident students} a:nd the lik€.lihood
is that this trend will continue given the University's present
policies which set no quota on nonresident attendance nor require
nonresident students to pay a tuition differential.
The legislative reference bureau, in providing the Legislature and the University with information essential to a reexamination of present policies, has gathered data on the present
nonresident population at the 'University (Chapter II) and on the
practices of selected mainland institutions which generally have
provisions on residence classification, admission standards~ and
tuition differentials (Chapter 111).
In order to facilitate the
reading of the report, summaries are presented in the beginning
of each of these cl1dpters, followed by detailed analyses.
Chapter I sets this study in perspective by considering
some aspects of the national scene as far as nonresident students are concerned.
The final chapter presents important
aspects which should be considered in reaching a policy decision
on nonresident students, presents a few alternative policy goals,
and discusses the application of the available devices to achieve
tne desired goalS.
The legislative reference bureau is grateful for the kind
assistance it received from individuals in mainland institutions
and at the University of Hawaii.
Personnel at the University of
Washington, University of Colorado, University of Minnesota,
Michigan State University, University of Michigan, Wayne State
University, and University of California Los AngeJes were
extremely helpful in discussing their provisions for nonresident
students, as was the staff of the Western Interst~te Commission
~O~ Ri~he~ £d~~atio~ in ~isc~s~i~~ its xecent conterence on
out-of-state students and in reviewing selected cnapters of this
report.
For furnishing basic data oP the University, the bureau
acknowledges the cooperation and aid of the gradugte school, the
office of admissions and records, the office of i~stitutional
research, the office of student Fersonnel, and the East-West
Center.
Various leqislative reference bureau memh~~s ~a~ticipated
in this study: Mrs. Mildred Ter3uchi gathered the data on the
contributions of nonresident students to the academic and extracurricular life on campus; and Aogus McPherson, under the supervision of Dr. George Fujita of t~e office of student personnel,
performed the c~i-square analysiG for Chapter II.

Torn Dinell
Director
January 1963
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Universities and colleges in the United States draw their
students from all parts of the country and from many parts of the
world. While the proportions of resident students, nonresident
American students, and foreign students vary from institution to
institution, most are characterized by a certain degree of cosmopolitanism.

Migration of College Students
Over half a million Americans, representing 18 per cent of
the approximately three million students enrolled in American
institutions of higher education, annually attend institutions
where they are classified as "nonresident" students.
In addition, over 50,000 non-Americans annually enroll in American
universities, where they comprise slightly less than 2 per cent
of the total college student population.* Greater percentages of
out-of-state and foreign students are enrolled in professional
sChools and graduate programs than at the undergraduate level.
Figure 1 furnishes data on the distribution of students among
undergraduate, professional, and graduate schools~
Explanations for American student migration are many .
. Some (students] want to study in programs not offered
in their home states; others want to attend college where
their parents were educated; still others wish to enroll in
a church-related college, or one they consider distinguished
in a specific field~
Many simply want to learn from new
sights and new people, or just to get away from home.
Many
others are not "residents" where they attend college only

*American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, Committee on Research and Service, A Supplement
to the Horne State and Migration of American College Students,
Fall 1958 (Washington, D. c.:
the Association, December 1959),
p~ 5.
A recent survey of foreign students in the United States,
conducted by the Institute of International Education for the
academic year 1959-60, indicates the following:
(a) Foreign
students came from 141 countries and political areas; with the
exception of Canada all of the seven largest nationality groups
were from Asia or the Middle East; (b) The field of study most
frequently reported by the foreign students was engineering,
followed by the humanities, natural and physical sciences, and
social sciences; (c) At least 41 per cent of the foreign students
were receiving some form of financial support, either through
government grants or aid from private organizations or institutions. Kenneth Bolland, "Who is He?"
The Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science 335 (May 1961), pp. lOll.
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Figure 1
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENT STUDENTS, NONRESIDENT
AMERICAN STUDENTS, AND FOREIGN STUDENTS ENROLLED IN PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES
FAIL 1958

PROFESSIONAI = 117 ,315

I

62.7%

~~~J2.26%
41,091

73,564

GRADUATES

2,660

D
II

Enrolled in Home
State

0

Students from
Other Countries

Enrolled Outside
Home State

305,762

5.27%

73.16%

223,697

UNDERGRADUATES

2,519,925

1. 29%

81. 62"fo

2,056,819

Source:

430,408

32,698

American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers, Committee on Research
and Service, A Supplement to the Home state and

Migration of American College Students, Fall 1958
(Washington, D. c.:

the Association, December

1959), pp. 4-5.
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because their families have not lived there long enough to
earn legal resident status. All of these reasons reflect
the trend toward increasing mobility among the American
people, who now travel and move their homes in greater
numbers than ever before. 1

limits on Nonresident Students
Institutions of higher education generally pride themselves
on having a student body from different geographical origins.
Many private colleges and universities actively recruit allover
the nation to insure such diversity.
In such institutions, all
students, regardless of geographical origin, pay the same tuition.
Public institutions, however, treat the phenomenon of nonresident students somewhat differently.
Educators and legislators, while probably cognizant of the potential contributions
that nonresident students may make and appreciative of the
national and international character of the educational enterprise, have also recognized that public institutions of higher
education must serve college-age youth in their respective
states.
"Taking care of one's own" is a primary consideration.
Limits on the admission of nonresident students have oftentimes
been set. As early as 1956 the trend was becoming apparent.
It is getting more difficult for students of one
state to enter the publicly supported universities of
other states.

Geographic quotas have been set up by a majority of
these institutions.
SOille state universities will permit
only 5 per cent of the student body to be out-of-state
residents.
Others may go as high as 25 or 30 per cent.
In almost every instance, a New York student, for
example, would have to possess higher academic grades
than a "native" to be considered.
Also, the institutions
charge a substantially higher tuition fee for the out-ofstaters.
A study of the practices followed by the forty-eight
state universities, made by the New York Times, shows that
an overwhelming majority now limit the number of out-ofstate students. And, it was found, every state charges
nonresidents more than residents,. 2
Colorado, a state with a very high percentage of nonresident
students (37 per cent), is taking steps to limit their admission
in order to make sure that a greater proportion of existing and
planned educational facilities is available for Colorado students
by 1965 and thereafter.
Colorado1s Legislative Committee for
Education Beyond High School recommended that all state colleges
and universities, except the Colorado School of Mines, limit
entering nonresident freshmen to no more than 20 per cent of the
entering freshman class. 3
The establishment of out-of-state tuition in public institutions is a second factor which serves to limit out-of-state
enrollment.
The surcharge to nonresidents serves Hpartially to
equalize the cost of instruction between parents who live in the
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area which partially supports the college by taxes, and •
parents who live outside the geographic limits and are thereby
exempt from such taxes.,,4
Recent data from the U. S. Office of Education indicate that
the average institutional tuition and fee charges to nonresident
students were 2.30 times as much as the average charges to resident students. 5 Further meaning is added to this ratio by an
examination of dollar amounts paid by resident and nonresident
students.
The median 1961-62 charge to resident students in
413 public institutions was $189. The median charge to
nonresident students at these institutions was $431, or
$242 higher.
It should be noted that whereas .90 percent
of the institutions charged resident students under $300,
only 21.1 percent charged less than $300 to nonresidents.
Less than 1 percent of the institutions charged $500 or
more to resident students. On the other hand, over 15
percent of the institutions charged $500 or more to
nonresidents.
Classified according to the tuition and fee charges
to residents, the median surcharge to nonresidents ranged
from $337 in institutions charging $100-199 to residents,
to $623 for those institutions charging $300-399 to
residents.
Evidently, nonresident charges are related
to the resident charges: the higher the resident charges,
the higher the surcharge to nonresidents--both on an
absolute and a percentage basis. b

University of Hawaii Policy
Against this general background of increasing limits being
placed on nonresident attendance at public institutions of higher
education, the policy of the University of Hawaii stands out in
sharp contrast. The University is unique among state universities in that it does not charge nonresident students a surcharge;
all students pay a tuition of $170 for the two-semester school
year.
Admission requirements for nonresident students are slightly
higher than those for resident students. Nonresident freshman
applicants who are "borderline" cases are not admitted, while
a few such resident freshman applicants may be admitted.
In
accordance with the general policies of many institutions of
higher education, transfer students are required to have at least
a 2.0 (C) grade point average, while freshmen enrolled at the
University are required to have a 1.6 grade point average and
sophomores a 1.8 grade point average.
At the present time there is no official policy limiting
the admission of nonresident students.
Lack of dormitory
quarters and the magnitude of transportation costs} however}
serve as deterrents to large numbers of undergraduates corning to
Hawaii. Graduate students have not been numerous partly because
of the relatively limited number of graduate degree programs in
the past.
The practices of the University were recently reaffirmed
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by the board of regents which adopted the following pOlicy on
nonresident student tuition at its May 17, 1962, meeting:
The Regents of the University of Hawaii believe
firmly that substantial educational and cultural benefits
are derived from having a significant number of out-ofstate students in the University student body.
'l'he University of Hawaii has a lesser percentage of
out-af-state students than the average in similar mainland
institutions.
One reason for this is the substantial
transportation expense of students coming to Hawaii from
the mainland.
Further, out-ot-state students often
bring economic gains to the State, in that they are more
permanent tourists.
Special non-resident fees would impose a financial
rather than an academic condition on acceptance at the
University of Hawaii which might have an adverse effect
on the quality of such students.
Hawaii is widely
recognized for its statesmanlike viewpoint regarding
out-of-state fees.
In view of these considerations, the Regents affirm
their continued support of the present policy which makes
no distinction in tuition and fees between resident and
non-resident students.

Purpose of This Study
Prior to the adoption of the above policy by the board of
regents of the University of Hawaii, the Select Committee on
Higher Education of the House of Representatives submitted a
report (House Select Committee Report No. 12, 1962 Budget
Session), which was adopted on April 11, 1962, stating:
It has been argued.
• that resident taxpayers
should not be compelled to support non-resident
students attending the University of Hawaii. Other
state colleges and universities have differentials and
for good reason. The day is rapidly approaching, if
it is not here already, when our University's capacity
and facilities will be severely taxed or become inadequate to accommodate all our resident students. The
absence of differentials may very well lead to restricting resident student admission. Further, a growing
number of non-resident students place an increasingly
heavy financial burden on the State and may result in
a higher tuition rate for resident students.
The Select Committee made two recommendations; the first is a
request that the University of Hawaii leave the present tuition
and compulsory fee schedules unchanged) pending the findings of
the U. S. Office of Education survey of higher education in
Hawaii and further consideration of out-of-state tuition by the
next Legislature.

The second recommendation requests the legislative reference
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bureau to undertake a study on the out-of-state student problem
which would include the following:
(a) discussion of the University's present policies
on the admission of out-of-state students and the effect
of those policies on restricting or encouraging resident
attendance, both in the present and in the future; (b) consideration of the effect of present non-resident attendance
on the University's budget and of its possible effects in
the future; (c) examination of the contributions of nonresident students to academic life at the University and to
the economy of Hawaii; and (d) exploration of a workable
definition of "residency" and formulation of possible means
of implementing this definition effectively. The legislative reference bureau is also requested to investigate the
possibility of establishing reciprocal arrangements between
states relative to non-resident tuition.
This report presents data in fulfillment of the above
requirements set by the Select Committee.
Primary attention is
given to nonresident American students since the State of Hawaii,
in assuming the unique responsibility of serving as the site of
the East-West Center, has already committed itself to the acceptance of a relatively large number of students from foreign
countries. The University of Hawaii charges the federal government for the instruction of East-West Center grantees; therefore,
they would not be affected by a change in the University's
tuition policy. However, subsequent data will indicate that the
State of Hawaii is making a financial contribution to the education of East-West Center students.
Furthermore, other foreign
students (not on East-West Center grants) might be affected if
nonresident status is assigned to them for tuition differential
purposes.
Chapter II discusses the characteristics of nonresident
students at the University of Hawaii and explores their contributions to the academic and extracurricular life of the campus and
to the economy of Hawaii, as well as attempts to estimate the
instructional costs for nonresident students. Chapter III presents information on the treatment of nonresident students in
selected universities in terms of residence classification,
admission policies, and tuition-setting procedures. Chapter IV
summarizes some of the essential facts and principles which might
be studied by the University and Legislature and sets forth a few
ways in which Hawaii may formulate policies relating to nonresident students.
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CHAPTER II

THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
STUDENT BODY
During the last decade, there have been annual increases in
the number of nonresident students attending the University of
Hawaii.
Furthermore, these increases in number have also resulted in nonresident students representing an increasing proportion in the student body.
The data in Table 1 indicate that in
the fall of 1950, nonresident American (mainland) and foreign
~students comprised only 4.1 per cent of the student body; in the
fall of 1962, this proportion had increased to 15.9 per cent-more than tripling the proportion. 1 The establishment of the
East-west Center will continue to give a noticeable impetus to
nonresident attendance, both mainland and foreign. 2
A word of caution:
The data in Table l--as well as the
subsequent discussion of nonresident students--are not based on
a clear-cut definition of what a resident student is at the
University of Hawaii.
Since there is no tuition differential for
out-of-staters and since admission policies have not required
residence classification, there has been no necessity for developing rules to define residence.
Consequently, a student1s
residence has largely been determined on the basis of his Hper_
manent home address".
If it is not in Hawaii, the student has
been classified as a nonresident.
This chapter attempts to provide some descriptive details
about nonresident American students on the Manoa campus of the
University of Hawaii, based on the following sources of information:
(a) U. S. Office of Education questionnaire on student
characteristics administered in February 1962, (b) University of
Hawaii questionnaire on student facilities administered in
February 1961, and (c) University of Hawaii questionnaire administered to students during the fall 1962 registration.
In
order to give more meaning to the observed differences in resident and nonresident student responses, as expressed in percentages, to particular items on the above questionnaires, statistical tests of significance were computed for selected questions
from questionnaires (a) and (b) above~
The chi-square test was
employed because it is useful in testing the hypothesis that
both Hawaii and mainland students come from the same homogeneous
population. As a result of the chi-square test, if the assertion
is made that there is a statistically significant difference
between Hawaii and mainland students in their responses to
particular items, this means that the probability of such a difference arising by chance is less than 5 in 1,000.
Contributions of nonresident students to the academic and
extracurricular life of the campus are also explored. As a
result of these types of data, there may emerge a better understanding of the effects of having nonresident students on the
University campus.
Much more difficult, and perhaps hazardous, is to identify
the effect of nonresident students on the University budget and
on the Hawaii economy, as specified in the House Com~ittee report
giving rise to this project.
While data on the economic status
of these students and on estimated costs for college life in
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Table 1
GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN OF STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
FALL TERM, 1950 TO 1962
G e
Fall
Term

Hawaii
Number
Per Cent

0

9 r a 12 h i c

Mainland
Number
Per Cent

0

r

i 9: i

n s

Foreign Countries
Number
Per Cent

Total

Student s from Mainland
and Foreign Countries
Number

Per Cent

1950

4,608

95.9

172

3.6

27

.6

4,807

199

4.2

1951*

4,470

95.3

187

4.0

35

.7

4,692

222

4.7

1952

4,359

94.8

199

4.3

42

.9

4,600

241

5.2

1953

4,327

93.8

222

4.8

66

1.4

4,615

288

6.2

1954

4,358

93.3

234

5.0

77

1.6

4,669

311

6.6

1955

4,817

93.0

270

5.2

93

1.8

5,180

363

7.0

1956

5,006

92.4

309

5.7

102

1.9

5,417

411

7.6

1957

5,235

91. 2

353

6.1

153

2.7

5,741

506

8.8

1958

5,762

90.8

436

6.9

144

2.3

6,342

580

9.2

1959

6, 197

89.4

565

8.1

172

2.5

6,934

737

10.6

1960

6,649

88.5

651

8.7

2.8

7,511

862

11. 5

1961

7,037

85.5

753

9.1

211
441

5.4

8,231

1,194

14.5

1962

7,695

84.1

920

10.1

535

5.8

9,150

1,455

15.9

sources:

University of Hawaii, Office of Admissions and Records.
Data
for 1950-1959 were taken from:
Harland Bartholomew and
Associates, University of Hawaii, General Campus Development
Pl~, A revision of the Bachman Plan to include The Center
for Cultural and Technical Interchange Between East and
West in Hawaii (May 1960), p. 10.

*Figures for tbis year are estimates.

Hawaii may be helpful, they are partial indications at best.
A brief summary of the research results in the various areas
immediately follows with some attempt being made to interpret
the data. Subsequently are presented the detailed results of
the bureau's analysis.

Summary
Nonresident students at the University of Hawaii, Manoa
campus, come from practically every state in the Union and many
foreign countries. Fewer than 200 of these students are either
military personnel or military dependents. Approximately half
of the undergraduate and two per cent of the graduate students
from out-of-state entered as freshmen.
Mainland students, both
on the undergraduate and graduate levels, differ significantly
from their local counterparts in their choice of curriculum-more mainlanders are in the College of Arts and Sciences and
fewer are in the College of Education.

Socioeconomic Characteristics
Certain socioeconomic characteristics deserve mention:
(a)
About three-fifths of both local and mainland students on the
undergraduate level and two-fifths of both groups on the graduate
level do not work; (b) Mainland students tend to rely less than
local students on their parents as the primary source of support
for room, meal, and transportation costs; (c) Parents of mainland students, both undergraduate and graduate, tend to have had
more years of formal schooling than the parents of local students; (d) Mainland students on the undergraduate level only seem
to have a greater proportion of parents in the professions and
protective services (includes military) than local students; (e)
Mainland students on the undergraduate level only seem to come
from families whose yearly incomes exceed those of local parents.
It would appear) from the above data, that mainland students
on the undergraduate level are economically better off than local
students. This does not seem to be true, however, of graduate
students.

Academic Contributions
In view of the fact that slightly higher requirements are
used for the admission and transfer of mainland students, one
would expect them to perform well academically. Mainland students exceed the proportion they comprise in the student body
when the following factors are considered:
(a) inclusion on the
Deans' List; (b) graduation with honors; and (c) membership in
honorary societies. Mainland student participation in the University's honors program, however, has been limited and not very
successful, but the program itself is still new.
Slightly
greater proportions of mainland students than would be expected
(a) withdraw from school voluntarily and (b) are released from
the University for poor academic performance. Exploring the
reasons for these rates may be helpful in indicating the counseling needs of mainland students.
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Extracurricular Participation
The claim is oftentimes made by those who would encourage
even greater nonresident attendance that mainland students, because they come from different geographical origins, have much
to contribute to campus life.
In terms of the factors which
were considered as reflective of extracurricular participation,
undergraduate malnland students are not very active.
Relatively
few held campus positions of leadership last year; none was
selected for the Real Deans award during the last three years.
Unfortunately no data were available on the residence of members
in the various clubs on campus.
Student government would appear to be a possible and effective means for local-mainland interchange.
Part of the reason
for the relative inactivity of nonresident students in student
government may be the difficulty they experience in being elected
to office or being selected for committee assignments because
they are not widely known on campus.
A" streetcar campus", by
its very nature, makes it especially hard for the newcomer to
gain exposure.
Living together with other students in dormitories and participating in club activities might be helpful.

Economic Effects
Estimating the effect of nonresident students on the University budget and on the Hawaii economy is difficult because of
the nature of the task as well as because of the tenuous nature
of the available data.
The effect on the University budget was
based on estimated average instructional costs and student revenues derived from tuition and laboratory fees.
The effect on
the economy of the state was based on the estimated contribution
of parents to the estimated college living expenses of nonresiden"t students. The analysis reveals that the estimated instructional costs for nonresidents are offset by University revenues
derived from students and by the estimated parental contributions
to the economy~
Other factors which should be considered in evaluating the
short- and long-term effects on the economy are mentioned in the

final section of this chapter, but data on these aspects are not
available.

General Description
The geographical distribution of students attending the
University of Hawaii during the fall of 1962 is presented in
Table 2. The greatest number of nonresident students at the University comes from California (223), followed by New York (81),
Illinois (55), and Washington (46). All states, except Vermont,
and the District of Columbia are claimed by at least one nonresident student as his home.
Foreign students come from many parts
of the world, but chiefly from the Asiatic countries and the
Pacific area.
Among Hawaii1s students, females slightly outnumbered males.
The opposite is true for mainland and foreign students~
In fall 1962, there were some nonresidents with military
9 undergraduates and 21 graduate students were

2ffiliation~
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Table 2
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
FALL 1962

Honolulu ·
Rural Oahu
Hawaii ·
MaUl
Molokai
Lanai
Kauai

·

Total Hawaiian Islands
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
·
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
·
Kansas ·
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

·

2630
657
215
165
18
9
61

2721
680
248
168
23
11
89

5351
1337
463
333
41
20
150

3755

3940

7695

5

1
4
3
1
98
11

6
11
11
5
223
18

7

6
2

l3

4

1

6
2

6

8
27
9

9
6

2
5
28
2

5
5

4
3

1
12
17

22
14
2
14
5
3
1

·

·

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
· ..
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
·
Oklahoma
Oregon ·
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

18
2
46
1

·

·

TOTAL

7

·

.

FEMALE

7
8
4
125

.

Nevada

MALE

6
1
4
2
1
l3
2
35

1
2

17

11

8

1
23

24
2
2
2
5

12

6

2

15

·

1
1
5
8
15

8

1
1

2
5
12
4
13

55
11
14
11
4
4
2
17

25
37
20
2
20
6
7
3
1

31
4
81
2
4
28
9
38
32
2

2
3
6

Table 2

(continued )
MALE

Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

·

Total u. S. Mainland
American Samoa
Australia
Borneo
Brazil ·
Burma

cambodia
Canada
Ceylon

·

China
England

Ethiopia
Fiji
Formosa

·

Greece
Guam · ·
Hongkong
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel
Italy
Japan

·

Jordan·
Java

Korea
Laos
Macao

·

Malaya
Mexico
Nepal
The Netherland s
New Zealand
Nigeria
Okinawa
Pakistan
Peru · ·
Philippines
Singapore
Sudan
Suva
· . .
Switzerland
Tahiti
Thailand

· . .

FEMALE

TOTAL

11
5
5
24
6
20
4

9
2
2
22
1
4
1

20
7
7
46
7
24
5

551

369

920

7
3
3
1
12
5
10
2
8
2
1
7
24
1
2
37
23
11
2
1
1
72
1
1
22
3
2
2
2
4
1

2
1
2

9
4
5
1
14
5
13
4
9
3
1
7
36
1
4
48
30
19
2
2
1
97
1
1
27
3
2
3
2
4
1
2
1
29
13
1
57

2
3
2
1
1
12
2
11
7
8

1
25
5
1

2

1
24
11
36
4

5
2
1
21
2

1
1
1
4
19

13

6

1
1
1
4
32

Table 2

(continued)
MALE

Trust Territory of the Pacific
Vietnam
West Germany
.
Total Foreign Countries
GRAND TOTAL

Source:

FEMALE

TOTAL

19
3
2

2
1
1

21
4
3

399

136

535

4705

4445

9150

University of Hawaii, Office of Admissions
and Record s ..
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military personnel on active duty; 149 undergraduates and 13
graduate students were dependents of military personnel.

Selected Academic Characteristics: U. S. Office
of Education Student Characteristics Survey
Several items in the Student Characteristics Survey, dealing
See
with the academic background of students, were analyzeo.
Appendix A for detailed data.
Among the conclusions which can be drawn are the following:
1.

Entrance to the University:
On both the unde~graduate
and graduate levels, there are statistically Bignificant
differences between Hawaii and mainland stude~ts. While
90 per cent of undergraduate Hawaii students entered as
freshmen, 42 per cent of mainland students dio.
Among
graduate students from Hawaii, 54 per cent entered the
University as freshmen and 39 per cent transferred as
graduate students; among mainland students, 2 per cent
entered as freshmen and 96 per cent transferred as
graduate students.

2.

Major field of study:
Hawaii and mainland stvdents,
undergraduate and graduate students alike, differ
significantly in the selection of their major fields of
study_
On both the undergraduate and graduate levels,
significantly greater percentages of Hawaii students are
in education, while significantly greater per(;entages of
mainland students are in arts and sciences. A significantly greater proportion of mainland students is in
the graduate school.

3.

First family member to enroll in college or university:
Only among undergraduates, is there a statistically
significant difference between Hawaii and mainland students, with 46 per cent of Hawaii and 35 per cent of
mainland students indicating that they are the first
member in their immediate families to enroll in college.

Selected Economic Characteristics: University
of Hawaii Student Facilities Questionnaire
In February 1961 the Student Facilities Questionnaire was
administered to students during registration.
Several items,
relating to the economic background of students, were selected
for chi-square analysis; see Appendix B for detailed data.
The
only question reflecting the possible residence of a student was
one dealing with the location of his high school; this was used
as the basis fox classifying students as Hawaii, mainland, or
foreign students.
Although this question is not ideal for
determining residence, it i·s an acceptable criterion since many
institutions use the location of a student's high school as the
basis for making an initial residence classification.
The statistical analysis reveals that there are significant
differences among students, as classified by their residence, on
all items.
The following statements on Hawaii and mainland students may be of interest:
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1.

Plans to seek employment while in school:
Among students who do not work, greater percentages of mainland
students in contrast to Hawaii students--both on the
undergraduate and graduate levels--do not plan to seek
employment.

2.

Hours of work per week: Among undergraduate students,
69 per cent from Hawaii and 62 per cent from the mainland do not work; employed mainland students tend, however, to work for more hours per week.
Among graduate
students, about 40 per cent of both Hawaii and mainland
students do not work; those who do work have quite
similar working hours.

3.

Primary source of support for room, meals. and transportation costs: Among undergraduate students from
Hawaii) costs are borne by parents in at least 60 per
cent of the cases, while approximately one-third of
mainland students rely on their parents as the primary
source. Among graduate students, about 45 per cent of
Hawaii and 56 per cent of mainland students earn money
to pay for most of these costs.

A study of student loans made on the campus indicates that
approximately 10 per cent of the students receiving such loans
are out-of-staters. Generally loans cover the cost of tuition
and books ($150-175 per semester); such loans bear no interest,
and students are expected to make repayment by the end of the
semester.

Parental Background: U. S. Office of Education
Student Characteristics Survey
The following conclusions, based on detailed data found in
Appendix A, are pertinent:
1.

Educational level of parents: On both the undergraduate and graduate levels, there are statistically
significant differences between Hawaii and mainland
students. Among undergraduates, the parents of mainland
students are more highly educated than those of Hawaii
students; 40 per cent of mainland and 16 per cent of
Hawaii students had parents who had graduated with at
least a bachelor's degree.
On the graduate level, the
difference, though significant and favoring the educational level of mainland parents, is not so large as
that for undergraduates.

2.

Classification of father's occupation:
There is a
statistically significant difference between Hawaii and
mainland students only on the undergraduate level. More
mainland students have parents in the professions and
in the protective services (includes military personnel),
while more Hawaii students have parents performing
clerical and sales work and skilled, semi-skilled, and
unskilled labor.

3.

Total gross yearly income of family: About one-fourth
of mainland and Hawaii students--on both the undergraduate and graduate levels--did not know their family
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income. Among those responding a statistically sig~
nificant difference between Hawaii and mainland students was found only on the undergraduate level. A
significantly greater proportion of mainland students
comes from families with yearly incomes in excess of
$18,000 (12 per cent of mainland and 5 per cent of
Hawaii students) and in the $15,000 to $18,000 bracket
(8 per cent of mainland and 4 per cent of Hawaii students).
According to the U. S. Office of Education report on higher
education, the median family income for all students at the
University is $7,700--approximate1y $1,300 higher than the 1960
median income for families in Hawaii. Comparisons 'With the
family incomes of students in private and church-related colleges
were made by the Office of Education; University of Hawaii students appear to come from homes with "greater economic resources".

Contributions to Academic Life
This assessment of the contributions of nonresident students
to the academic life of the University is undertaken in terms of
factors on which information is readily available and quantifiable.
An examination was made of recent students who were on
the "Deans' List", who participated in the Honors Program, who
graduated with honors, who received awards and prizes at graduation, who were enrolled in honorary societies, who were dropped
out of school, and who withdrew from school. While a probing of
these areas may not give a complete picture of the academic performance of nonresident students, the results may be more helpful
than generalizations based on necessarily limited observations.
In view of the higher academic standards applied to nonresident students who enter as freshmen or who transfer at some
later date, one would expect nonresident students to perform
better, on the average, than resident students.
On the other
hand, adjustment problems for the mainland students cannot be
overlooked, for they may have a difficult time getting accustomed
to the University of Hawaii~
The recent annual report of the
University1s Counseling and Testing Service indicates that in
1961-62, 300 mainland students were counseled.
This number
represented 16 per cent of the total population who ut.ilized the
Service--at a time when the mainland students comprised 9 per
cent of the student body.

Statistical Frame of Reference
Comparisons made between Hawaii and mainland students are
especial"ly meaningful if one bears in mind what percentage of
the student body these groups comprise:
Hawaii
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62

89.4%
88.5
85.5
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Mainland

Foreign

8.1%
8.7
9.1

2.5%
2.8
5.4

Inclusion in the "Deans' List"
In order to be included in the tfDeans' List" students must
achieve a grade point average of 3~5 (4 = A) the preceding
semester.

During the last three academic years, mainland students
have comprised varying proportions on the Deans' List; the average proportion being 14.4 per cent.
See Table 3 for details.

Table 3

NUMBER OF STUDENTS ON THE DEANS' LIST,
BY RESIDENCE OF STUDENT
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
1959-1962
1959-1960
Per
Cent
Number

Residence

1960-1961
Per
Number

Cent

1961-1962
Per
Number
Cent

421

86.8

343

79.4

547

85.3

56

1l.5

80

18.5

85

13.3

Foreign Country

7

1.4

8

1.9

6

.9

Unknown

1

.2

1

.2

3

.5

Hawaii
Mainland U.

S.

TOTAL

432

485

Sources:

641

University of Hawaii, Office of
Admissions and Records and Office
of Student Personnel.

Participation in the Honors Program
Regularly enrolled students at the University who wish to
graduate "with honors" apply for admission to the Honors Program)
generally near the end of their sophomore year.
In addition to
maintaining an average grade of B in all Courses in the major
subject or in all college courses taken during the junior and
senior years} the Honors Program student is expected to fulfill
three other requirements:
1.
Each Honors student must pursue a program of
independent reading or research in his major field culminating in a senior thesis . .
2.
Each Honors student must pass a written comprehensive examination in his major field . . •
3.
Each Honors student will attend during his senior
year an interdisciplinary colloquium to be held one evening
a week. Broad topics of interest, particularly those
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cutting across conventional subject matter boundaries, will
be at the core of the colloquium.
3
The first group of Honors candidates was admitted in the
summer and fall of 1960. Out of the total group of 44, 84.1 per
cent (37) were students from Hawaii. When the majority of this
group graduated in June 1962, there were:
(a) only 13 students
who graduated with honors; all but one are resident students and
(b) 2 whose work did not reach the academic level set by the
program; both are resident students.
(There were four others
still in the program who were to graduate at a later date; all
are resident students.)
Of the seven mainland students in the Honors Program, one
graduated with honors.
Six students left the program, one because she disapproved of the program, another because she left
Hawaii, and the remaining four for unknown reasons.

Graduation with Honors or with
Academic Commendation
Prior to June 1962, students with an average grade point
ratio of 3.4 or higher were graduated "with honors u •
This term
is now applied only to those who fulfill the requirements of the
Honot:'s Program. Students who have an average grade point ratio
of 3.4 or higher, but who do not participate in the Honors Program, are graduated with "academic commendation".
During the last three academic years, nonresident students
oomprised 22.7 per cent of 22 graduates so honored in 1959-60,
10.8 per cent of the 37 honored in 1960-61, and 20 per cent of
the 40 honored in 1961-62.

Selection for Awards and Prizes
At each commencement, several students are honored as recipients of various awards and prizes. During the last three
graduation exercises at the University, slightly more than fourfifths of the honorees have been resident students. Mainland
students have tended to do well in creative writing and playwriting; of the 10 prizes won by mainland students during the
last three years, 7 have been in the writing fields.
Table 4
furnishes data on the nature of various prizes and the residence
of the recipients for each prize.

Enrollment in Honorary Societies
The University has campus chapters of several national
honorary societies.
Election to Phi Beta Kappa is regarded as
one of the highest undergraduate honors.
Phi Kappa Phi is likewise an honorary society recognizing scholarly achievement.
Other societies honor achievement in specified fields, such as
science, physics, civil engineering, speech J and education.
An examination of Table 5 reveals that while 86 per cent of
the 157 students in these organizations were resident students
in 1960-61, this percentage dropped to 79 per cent of 146 students in 1961-62. The percentage for mainland students increased
sharp1y--from 10 to 20 per cent.
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Table 4
NUMBER OF STUDENTS SELECTED FOR AWARDS AND
PRIZES, BY RESIDENCE OF STUDENT
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
1959-1962
Note:

Foreign students were omitted because they were not
selected for these prizes.
Activities in speech and
Real Dean Awards are discussed under extracurricular
activities.

Awards and Prizes

Phi Kappa Phi Prize
(Highest grade point
average)
Banks Memorial Prize
(creative writing)
Theatre Group Play-

writing Prizes
Dean Prize for Undergraduate Research
Carl F. Knobloch Prize
(government)
Das Prize in Asian
History and Politics
Charles F. Loomis
Prize (Asian and
Pacific Relations)
Kuykendall Prize
in History
Hawaiian Botanical
Society Award
Magistad Award of the
American Chemical
Society, Hawaiian
Section
Merck Index Award in
Chemistry
Foster Memorial Award
(agriculture)
American Society of
Civil Engineers
Award
Gamma Phi Beta Honor
Award in Education
Hui Kahu Mai (nursing)
United Business
Education Association
Award

1959-60
Main
Hawaii land

x

1960-61

1961-62

Main

Main

Hawaii land

Hawaii land

x

x

x

x

x

1

2

2

1

not awarded

x

x

2
2

x

x

not awarded

not awarded

x

not awarded

not awarded

1

x

not awarded
x

x

x

x

2

x

x

not awarded

not awarded

not awarded

x

x

x

x

2

3

3

x

x

x

20

1

x

x

not awarded

2

x
not awarded

Table 4

1959-60
MainHawaii land

Awards and Prizes

Arnold L. Wills
Memorial Award
(industr ial
relations)
Carey D. Miller Award
(horne economics)
Crisco Award (home
economics)
Hawaii Dietetics
Association
TOTAL
Per Cent

Sources:

(continued)

x

1960-61
MainHawaii land

1961-62
MainHawaii land

not awarded

not awarded

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

not awarded
16
84.2

3

15.8

16
84.2

3

15.8

University of Hawaii, Commencement
Programs for 1960, 1961, and 1962.
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19
82.6

4
17.4

Table 5
NUMBER OF NEWLY-ENROLLED MEMBERS IN NATIONAL HONORARY
SOCIETIES WITH CAMPUS CHAPTERS, BY RESIDENCE OF STUDENT
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
1960-1962

1960-61

Honorary Society

IV

Hawaii

Mainland

Foreign

Total

Hawaii

1961-62
Foreign

Mainland

Total

Phi Beta Kappa

19

3

1

23

16

9

1

26

Phi Kappa Phi

27

7

0

34

24

8

0

32

Sigma Xi (sciences)

7

2

2

12*

2

2

0

4

Sigma Pi Sigma (physics)

5

0

2

7

2

2

1

5

Chi Epsilon (civil engineering)

8

0

0

8

7

0

0

7

Omicron Delta Kappa (leadership)

11

0

0

11

9

3

0

12

Pi Sigma Epsilon (market ing)

16

3

0

19

20

0

0

20

Delta Sigma Rho (speech)

2

0

0

2

6

1

0

7

Phi Delta Kappa (education)

9

0

1

10

8

4

0

12

31

0

0

31

21

0

0

21

135

15

6

157*

115

29

2

146

19.9

1.4

N

Pi Lambda Theta** (education)
Total
Per cent

86.0

9.6

3.8

78.8

Table 5

Sources:

Note:

(continued)

University of Hawaii, Office of Admissions and Records;
commencement programs for 1961 and 1962; officers and
advisors of various organizations.

Although the University once had a local chapter of pi
Gamma Mu (social sciences), it is not active at the present
time.

*The residence of one student in this group is not known.
**This organization is presently a ''"proposed chapter'!" of the national
organization; the chapter may be recognized during the 1962-63
school year.

Classification as "Orop- Out" Students
In contrast to students who withdraw from school on their
own are "drop-outs" or students who have been dismissed from the
University because of poor academic performance.
Such students
may apply for readmission, but normally it would not be granted
until at least one semester of non-University activity has
elapsed.
During the 1961-62 academic year, there were 1,161 "dropouts"; 1,005 (86.6 per cent) were resident students, 142 (12.2
per cent) were mainland students, and 14 (1.2 per cent) were
foreign students.

Classification as "Withdrawals"
"Withdrawals" are students who voluntarily decide to leave
the University. An analysis was made of the reasons for withdrawing during 1961-62; results are presented in Table 6.

Table 6
NUMBER OF STUDENT "WITHDRAWALS", BY RESIDENCE
OF STUDENT AND REASON FOR WITHDRAWING
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
1961-62
Reason for
Withdrawal

Hawaii

R e s i d e n c e
Mainland
Foreign Country

Unknown

51

8

2

8

Financial

llO

32

0

1

Personal

186

51

16

8

Transfer

1

1

0

o

16

4

0

o

364

96

18

17

Academic

Not Stated
TOTAL
Per Cent

73.5

19.4

3.6

3.4

university of Hawaii, Office of
Admissions and Records.

Out of 495 withdrawals in 1961-62, almost one-fifth were
mainland students~
Their reasons were various, but "personal"
and .. financial'''- problems were most common not only for nonresident students but for resident students as well.
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Participation in Extracurricular Activities
Among the 171 campus positions of leadership, as listed in
the 1961-62 student Telephone Directory, are 79 in student government, 30 in student-faculty boards, and 62 in campus organizations.
These positions are held by 138 students; 121 (87.7 per
cent) are resident students, 10 (7.2 per cent) are mainland students, 1 is a foreign student, and 6 whose residences are not
known.
Each year the Associated Students of the University of
Hawaii (ASUE) awards medals to students who have promoted ASUH
activities through willing and untiring efforts. During the last
three years, 5 persons were given such Real Dean Awards; all were
resident students.
Hui Pookela is an organization to which women are elected for
their academic performance and general character. During the
last two years (1960-1962), all but one of the 19 selected were
resident students.
During the last two years) two out of three students who
received speech awards were resident students.

Effects on the University Budget
and the Hawaii Economy
The effects of nonresident attendance on the University
budget and on the Hawaii economy are difficult to ascertain.
Estimates of these effects are attempted, but it should be noted
that these estimates are based upon certain assumptions and involve qualifications on which there is no agreement.
In estimating the effects of nonresident students on the
University budget, two factors are considered:
(a) the cost of
instruction at the University and (b) the income derived from
nonresident students.
From these data, it is possible to estimate the subsidy required to support nonresident attendance.
In exploring the effects of nonresident students on the
Hawaii economy, the legislative reference bureau initially contacted several leading economists in the State; they noted that
data on this subject are not available.
The primary factors
considered in estimating contributions to the general economy
are:
(a) the cost of college living and (b) the portion of
college costs made up of parental contributions.
These are
based on mainland estimates.

Data on Instructional Costs and Student Revenues
Probably the most perplexing task in determining college
instructional costs is the selection of factors that should be
considered.
The undertaking is further complicated by the fact
that the cost of educating students is different in the several
colleges of the University and that the instructional costs even
in the same college are not the same for each of the four undergraduate years.
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Information on instructional costs at the University of
Hawaii was obtained from the office of institutional research.
Included in these costs are all expenses charged to the colleges--i.e., salaries of faculty members, including their portion
for research; salaries of secretaries in the various departments;
expenses of the deans· offices; cost of supplies and equipment
in instructional departments; and the cost of any other activities primarily the concern of the colleges. The office of institutional research reports that in 1962-63, the estimated
average instructional costs for all colleges will be:
{a).$626
per full-time equivalent student on the undergraduate level and
(b) $2,588 per full-time equivalent student on the graduate
level.4 The average cost for all colleges was determined because students take courses in colleges other than the ones in
which they are registered. S
It was decided to use 1962-63 estimated costs because information on nonresident student enrollment on the Manoa campus
in the fall 1962 registration was obtained with the assistance
of the office of admissions and records.6 Instead of identifying nonresident students by their "permanent home address
they were so classified if they had not resided in Hawaii for
twelve consecutive months prior to initial registration at the
University.
Foreign students are thus included in this analysis.
The data in Table 7 indicate that there are 1,109 full-time
undergraduate and 663 graduate students who had not resided in
Hawaii for twelve consecutive months prior to initial registration at the University--a total of 1,772 students are classified
as nonresidents for purposes of this analysis.' Furthermore, it
is assumed that all graduate students are carrying a full course
load.
01 ,

There are essentially three sources of University income
from students: 8
1.

The annual tuition of $170;

2. The laboratory fees charged for certain courses-the business office estimates that there is an average
laboratory fee of $14 per year for each full-time equivalent student; and
3. Special scholarships which cover more than
tuition. The most prominent scholarship program is the
one provided by the East-West Center:
the federal subsidy
is $1,000 for most of the grantees at the present time; new
ones entering in fall 1962 are subsidized at the rate of
$1,750. Another program under the National Defense Education Act bases its scholarship grant on actual instructional
costs as defined by factors selected by the U. S. Office of
Education, but sets a ceiling. The University's business
office indicates that the estimated instructional costs for
1962-63 are:
$1,554 in botany, genetics, history, and
psychology; $1,409 in soil science; and $2,989 in chemistry
and biochemistry.
Based on these figures, the average NDEA
fellowship is approximately $2,000.

Data on College Living Costs
A rough estimate of college living costs can be made on the
basis of the University's figures on students' minimum expenses:
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Table 7
NUMBER OF NONRESIDENT STUDENTS,
BY COLLEGE AND LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
FALL 1962

Lower
Division

College

Upper
Division

Graduate

Graduate School

Total

49

49

288

220

342

850

Business Administration

83

75

24

182

Education

71

63

51

185

Engineering

44

28

4

76

Nursing

13

16

Tropical Agriculture

20

10

Arts and Sciences

Not Designated
TOTAL

Source:

56

86

178

137

315

1,109

663

1,772

University of Hawaii) Office of
Admissions and Records) based on
questionnaire administered in

fall 1962.
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Minimum expenses are estimated at from $1,250 to
$1,500 a year for board, room, tuition, registration, course
fees, class and student body fees, and books.
Off-campus
living costs may be higher~ These estimates do not include
the cost of clothing, laundry, transportation, and other
personal items.
Students from outside the State should add
the cost of transportation to and from Hawaii and additional
items for adjustments in a new community.
9
Adding the cost of personal incidentals and deducting the cost
of tuition and course fees, it is estimated that the cost of
college living is approximately $1,600 for nonresident students. lO The East-West Center grantee receives approximately
$1,700 per academic year for room, food, and personal expenses.
One can not assume, however, that all nonresident students
contribute approximately $1,600 annually to the Hawaii economy
in view of the fact that close to 40 per cent of undergraduate
mainland students and 60 per cent of graduate mainland students
had part-time employment (see discussion on Student Facilities
Questionnaire). While out-ot-state parents doubtless are sending some money to their children attending the University of
Hawaii, there is also the turnover of local money for students
who are employed. 11 Such turnover, while increasing the circulation of local money, does not bring new money into the State.

It does, however, add to economic values created in the State,
assuming that normal market relations prevail in this employment
so that mainland students are worth their hire.
In order to estimate parental contributions to the college
living costs of nonresident students, the results of the Survey
Research Center were used:
Main sources of funds:
Of the total annual expenses of
college students, roughly 60 percent on the average is met
from money contributed by their parents.
Of the average
total cost for single students of $1550, about $950 came
from parents, $360 from money earned by the student, $130
from scholarships, and $110 from other sources~
These
estimates, however, are approximate and conceal much
variation from student to student. For example, 2 percent
of single students receive $3000 or more from their parents. 12
Based on a parental contribution amounting to 60 per cent of
college costs, it is estimated that $960 per nonresident student
(not on an East-West Center grant) comes into the State.

Estimates of Economic Effects
Based on the data presented above on instructional costs,
student revenues, and college living costs, Table 8 was prepared
to summarize the estimated economic effects of nonresident students~
Once again the reader is reminded of the tenuous nature
of the data used in this analysis.
The data in Table 8 indicate that it annually
State approximately 2.4 million dollars to educate
students.
However, student revenues are estimated
mately 0.7 million dollars. While there results a
dollar SUbsidy, nonresident students are making an
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costs the
nonresident
to be approxi1.7 million
estimated

Table 8
ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF NONRESIDENT STUDENTS
ON THE UNIVERSITY BUDGET AND THE HAWAII ECONOMY
UNIVERSI'ry OF HAWAII
1962-63

Students

Number

Estimated Cost

of Instruction

Estimated University
Income from Tuition,
Fees, and Grants

Estimated Contribution
to Living Costs from
outside of state

Undergraduate
East-West Center Grantees*

45

Other Nonresident Students

1,064

N

SUB-TOTAL

,0

$

28,170

$ 63,000

666,064

195,776

1,021,440

$

76 J 500

1,109

$

694,234

$258,776

$1,097,940

324

$

838,512

$377,250

$

25

64,700

50,000

24,000

314

812,632

57,776

301,440

663

$1,715,844

$485,026

$

1,772

$2,410,078

$743,802

$1,974,180

Graduate
East-West Center Grantees*

NDEA Fellows
Other Nonresident Students**
SlJB-TOTAL
TOTAL

Sources:

University of Hawaii, Business Office, Office of Admissions
and Records, Office of Institutional Research, East-west
Center.

550,800

876,240

Table 8

(continued)

*Although there are some resident students on East-West Center grants,
they are included in this count.
In fall 1962, there were 58 undergraduate and 414 graduate students with grants; only 369 were on the
University campus--45 undergraduate and 324 graduate students. Although the University is given some compensation for handling study
tours and study programs for the others, this amount is excluded
since the students affected are not presently enrolled at the University.
The ~ast-West Center ~as requested to estimate the number of students
on the campus receiving $1,000 and $1,750 grants.
Their estimates are
as follows:
21 undergraduate and 253 graduate students on $1,000
grants; 24 undergraduate and 71 graduate students on $1,750 grants.

w

o

Omitted from this tabulation is the sum of approximately $274,000
which the East-West Center gave in direct support for American studies,
Asian studies, student services, and Sinclair Library,
**Does not consider the costs of supporting 74 graduate teaching and 33
reseqrch assistants Who are tuition-exempt and who can be classified as
nonr~sidents.
These students do not ordinarily carry a full course load.

contribution to the general economy of close to 2 million dollars.
If the estimated multiplier of 1. 72, noted in footnote 11, is
applied to the total of student revenues 13 and contributions to
living costs, it may be estimated that approximately 4.7 million
dollars of income is generated within the State by the injection
of new money spent in Hawaii by or for mainland students.
If East-West Center grantees are omitted from the analysis,
the estimated instructional costs would be approximately 1.5

million dollars; student revenues approximately 0.3 million
dollars; contribution to the general economy approximately 1.3
million dollars.
Two additional qualifications need to be added. While the
data may indicate that student revenues plus contributions to
the general economy exceed the estimated cost of instruction,
especially if a multiplier is applied, no allowance has been
made in the estimate contained in Table 8 for the additional
increments of administrative, library, maintenance, and capital
costs attributable to the presence of out-of-state students.
Furthermore, a net addition to the economy as a whole does not
mean that the contributions may be translated directly into tax
revenues which may be tapped to offset the additional costs incurred by the University. Thus, in the short-run, the economy
could conceivably benefit while at the same time the state
general fund was being pinched~

Other Considerations
Other factors which might be included in the analysis of
the short-range economic contributions of nonresident students
are:
(a) payment of transportation costs, and (b) expenditure
of relatives and friends who visit Hawaii~ Another factor is
the part-time employment of students--this may enhance the
economic welfare of the State if such employment is not depriving
the local labor force of jobs, but rather making it possible for
local needs to be met. Unfortunately, there is no information
on this aspect~
The University advises out-of-state students
to "arrive prepared to meet their full expenses for the year. "14
The dollar approach of immediate effects is not sufficient
in exploring this subject. Long-term economic benefits need to
be considered.
One can argue that a certain proportion of nonresident students will decide to settle in the State, and thus
make a life-long contribution to the economy. Those who return
to the mainland or settle elsewhere may encourage other students
to enroll at the University. Decisions, favorable to the economic development of Hawaii, may well be made by University
alumni working elsewhere.
(The reverse may also be true.)
The intangible economic benefits of enabling local students
the opportunity for further development through their association ",lith out-of-state students, although recognized) defy
measurement~
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Footnotes
L

In fall 1961~ the proportions of Hawaii, mainland, and foreign students
were 89, 8, and 3 per cent, respectively, for undergraduates and 70, 14,
and 16 per cent, respectively. for graduate students.

2.

Omitted from this discussion are student enrollments during the surnmer
and in the College of General Studies.
Reports from the Summer Session
Office indicate that during the regular sessions of 1960, 1961, and 1962,
mainland and foreign students comprised 36.4, 30.4, and 31.1 pEr cent,
respectively. of the total enrollments.
The College of General Studies
estimates that about half of its enrollment is from out-of-state and that
this group is largely composed of military personnel and militqry dependents.

3.

Judson L. Ihrig, Undergraduate Honors and Related Proqrams at the University of Hawaii (SepteIT~er 1961}, pp. 6-7.

4.

A full-time equivalent student

is one who registers for

32 credits per

academic year.

5.

See page 318 of the U. S. Office of Education report, University of Hawaii
and HigheT Education in Hdwa.ii~ for a different set of cost fi<Jures com
puted in a different way and based on different component_so

G.

A questionnaire was administered during the tall 1962 registration by the
office of admissions and records to furnish the legislative reference
bureau with data relative to the number of nonresident students on CdfhpUS,
their grade level and college, Lind their rnilitary affi liation.

7.

ACCording to data in Tdble 2, based on permanent home address,
l,455 nonresident stud<::-nts.

fL

The registration fee is excluded because it is difficult to cbim that it
is used for "L,>()UCdt lODa 1 purposes".

9.

University of Hawaii,
(June 19(2), p. 14.

there are

General Cat"loClDe 1962-1963, Bullet-in, VoL

XLI

10.

The Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan reports that in
1959-60, the average annual expenses of unmarried college students werE'
about $1,550 per year.
John B. Lansing, Thomas Lorimer, and Chikashi
Moriguchi. How People Pay for College (Ann Arbor:
Survey Research Center,
University of Michigan, 1960), p. L

11.

A study of the impact of exports on the income of Hawaii was conducted by
the First National Bunk of Hawaii.
In an unpublished manuscript, it is
noted that the intrc:xluction of now money into the Bawai i economy from an
outside SOUTce starts "a chain reaction which can be more important than
the impact of the original spending.
This is known as the 'multiplier
effect' of injections of new money."
The report concludes that there is
a multiplier of 1. 72 in Hawaii.

12.

Lansing, et al, op.

13.

The sum of University income from tuition. fees,
Table 8 as approximating $740,000.

14.

Material sent by the office of admissions and records to applicants from
the Continental United States.

cit., p.

1.
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and grants,

shown in

CHAPTER 11\

RESIDENCE CLASSIFICATION, ADMISSION
POLICIES, AND TUITION FOR NONRESIDENT
STUDENTS IN SElECTED UNIVERSITIES
One of the requirements of this project is to explore a
"workable definition of residencyH.

As a means of doing this and

in order to show the variety of policies relating to nonresident
students, the practices of selected universities were studied.*
It should be pointed out, however, that existing practices should
be considered in terms of the objectives of a nonresident student
program.
If this is done, varying practices can be effectively
evaluated.
In this chapter are presented examples of policies
regarding residence classification, admission, and tuition for
nonresident students.
The chapter is illustrative rather than
comprehensive in its coverage of institutional practices.
In view of the diversity of practices included in this
chapter, a summary follows.
Readers interested in the details
should refer to the sections which follow the summary_

Summary
Policies on residence classification, admission, and tuition
are usually developed by state institutions of higher learning to
implement their decisions or those of their legislatures with
respect to the participation of out-of-state students.
These
three types of policies are interrelated.
They may be designed
so that one p::;.licy reinforces another or so that one mitigates
against the effect of another.
For example, the policy to
establish a high nonresident tuition differential may be offset,
at least in part, by a less restrictive definition of residence.
An institution's approach cannot be explained in terms of tuition
differentials, admission quotas, or definitions of residency,
as isolated factors, but only as a combination of policies in
these three areas.
Ideally, the particular policies developed
by an institution are based upon the objectives which it desires
to achieve.

Residence Classification
The residence classification of a student at a state institution is significant for at least two reasons.
The first and
most obvious is the amount of tuition that is charged.
The
admission requirements which are to be applied are also fre-

*This chapter is based largely upon information obtained in
personal interviews held by the author on several campuses:
University of Washington, University of Minnesota) University
of Michigan, Michigan State University, Wayne State University,
University of Colorado, and University of California Los Angeles.
Information on other universities was gathered from their respective catalogues or through correspondence.
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quently related to the student's residence classification.
For
a resident student, tuition is lower and admission may be easier
than for a nonresident.
There are wide variations as to which agency of government
prescribes the definition of a nonresident student.
In some
states it is the legislature and the definition is incorporated
in the law.
In other states the definition is formulated by the
governing board of the university or the coordinating b~ard which
governs several universities and appears in rules and regulations.
In still other instances there are both statutory requirements
and administrative rules.
Institutions of higher education vary greatly in the
criteria they use in determining a student's residence. Among
the cornman factors are the fOllowing:
(a) length of residence in
the state; (b) emancipation of minors; {c) status of wives;
(d) classification of aliens; and (e) other regulations. Most
states require resident students to have lived in the state for
a designated period of time prior to their initial registration
at the state univerSity.
In the case of students who are minors,
the length of residence usually applies to t.heir parents or
guardians. When a minor is emancipated from his parents or
guardians, he must usually qualify for resident status as an
adult. Most frequently marriage or self-support is recognized
as the sign of emancipation.
The residence of a wife usually
follows that of her husband though some states protect the
female's resident status even though she marries a nonresident.
The treatment of aliens varies~
Some states accept them as
residents if they have secured declaration of intent papers and
otherwise meet the residence requirements. Many states note
other types of evidence which mayor may not be used in establishing resident status.
Various groups of individuals are granted the privilege of
paying the resident tuition rate even though residence requirements are not met. Among these groups are military personnel and
dependents, federal employees and dependents, staff members and
public school teachers, and graduate students. Frequently state
universities treat military personnel and their dependents as
residents during the period that such personnel are stationed in
the state. Several states apply a similar provision to federal
employees who, as a result of civil orders, move into a state.
There are also universities which make an exception to the outof-state requirement for staff members and families and teachers
in the public schools.
Some institutions in defining residence
have more liberal provisions for graduate than for undergraduate
students.
The determination of residency is a complicated matter.
Different universities have followed different procedures in
making these determinations.
Sometimes the reliance is placed on
an individual officer, other times on a board.
Frequently provision is made for appeal of a decision.

Admission Policies
Some students, classified as nonresidents for tuition
purposes because they do not meet residence requirements, are
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considered as residents for admission purposes.
This means that
admission is easier for such students than for the typical nonresident. While the particular groups of students given such
special consideration vary among institutions) frequently the
children of alumni are selected for this privilege.
Some institutions have established quotas for nonresident
students as a means of insuring adequate facilities for the youth
of their state.
Quotas may have the effect of restricting the
admission of out-of-state students to those with better than
average academic qualifications.

A school may set higher academic requirements for nonresident students than resident students and thus reduce the number
of incoming nonresident students.
This policy may also have the
effect of making the nonresident portion of the student body the
brighter portion.

T"ition Policies
All land-grant colleges and state universities in the 50
states, except the University of Hawaii, charge nonresidents
tuition rates which range from 1-1/2 to 3 times the rates for
resident students.
There has also been a tendency to increase
nonresident tuition more rapidly than resident tuition.
The authority to set nonresident tuition may be lodged with
the governing board of the university or the amounts may be
specified in statute. The tuition may be the same for all nonresidents, or there may be an attempt to relate tuition more
directly to costs, resulting in different charges for the different colleges.
Summer session fees are sometimes the same for
residents and nonresidents, probably in part because of the
administrative problems involved in residence classification.
Nonresident tuition is determined in several different ways.
In some instances it is set to cover a percentage of the cost
of instruction. other schools, in setting this charge) are
concerned about the level of charges at neighboring institutions.
The concept of reciprocity has been employed occasionally in
several different forms.
Attempts have been made to mitigate the effect of tuition
differentials on out-of-state students by providing scholarships
or permitting the remittance of a portion of the nonresident
tuition for some of these students. Furthermore, there are
special efforts made to give financial aid to out-of-state graduate students.

Residence Classification 1
The classification of students as "resident" or "nonresident" is a complex task.
Rules and regulations are generally
developed to serve as guides in a majority of cases, but from
time to time there are "unique" or "peculiar" cases that must be
handled on an individual basis.
In some institutions, rather
elaborate machinery has been set up for the processing of such
cases and for the treatment of appeals.
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Resideoce Requirements
Defining "residence" is no e,asy task.
Corpus Juris Secundum
states:
"The word 'residence' is a noun.
. It has been
variously characterized as an ambiguous, amorphous, broad,
2
elastic, flexible, general, liberal, relative, slippery term."
This source then goes on to indicate that:
Two fundamental elements are essential to create a
residence, and these elements are:
(1) Bodily presence in
a place.
(2) The intention of remaining in that place.
Residence is thus made up of fact and intention .
Neither bodily presence alone nor intention alone will suffice to create a residence.
There must be a combination and
concurrence of these elements, and when they occur, and at
the very moment they occur, a residence is created. 3
In California, Colorado, Kansas, and Wisconsin, the nonresident student is defined by law.
In Colorado, the legislature,
in enacting legislation dealing with the classification of nonresident students, further indicated that all institutions of
higher education were expected to apply the prescribed uniform
rules.
In other states, like Minnesota, the definition is formulated by the governing board of the university.
In California
and several other states the definitions of a nonresident are
different for payment of tuition and for admission of the student.
Residence requirements for admission purposes are generally more
liberal than are those for tuition purposes.

A 1960 survey of all public four-year colleges and universities in the Western states) made by the Western Interstate
Commission for Higher Education (WIeHE), showed that in about
half of the Western states, residence requirements are established by state law, while boards of regents make rules in most
of the remaining states, although in a few cases both statutory
and administrative rules are developed.
Colleges and universities vary greatly in the factors they
consider to be evidence of a student's residence.
Just as
variant are the exceptions to residence requirements provided
for certain groups of students.
Factors. Among the factors commonly considered by institutions of higher education in determining a student's residence
are the following:
1.
Length of residence in the state. Many states
require resident students to have lived in the state for a
period of either 6 months or a year before the date of first
registration in the university.
The University of Minnesota,
for example, provides the following:
No student is eligible for residence classification in the University, in any college thereof, unless
he has been a bona fide domiciliary of the state for
at least a year immediately prior thereto. . . • For
University purposes) a student does not acquire a
domicile in Minnesota until he has been here for at
least a year primarily as a permanent resident and not
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merely as a student; this involves the probability of
his remaining in Minnesota beyond his completion of
school.
A study of residence requirements indicates that in
most states the age of majority is 21 and that:
The rule with respect to an adult student typically
provides that he shall be considered a resident if he
has maintained residence within the state for at least
twelve consecutive months next preceding his registration, provided such residence has not been acquired
while attending any school or college within the state.
However, if the adult student is unable to qualify as
a resident under the above rule he may be classified
as such if his parents have resided in the state for
the required time, provided the student has not
acquired residence in another state. 4
Michigan State University stipulates that the residence
classification of a student sball not be affected by the
residence of any person, other than a parent or legal guardian, who may furnish funds to the student for payment of
fees.
In the case of students who are minors, the length of
residence required is generally applied to the parents or
guardians.
The State University of Iowa has a special provision
for dependents of persons who find it necessary to be outof-state for extended periods of tirne~
Dependents of persons whose legal residence is
permanently established in Iowa, who have been classified as residents for tuition purposes, may continue
to be classified as residents so long as such residence
is maintained, even though circumstances may require
extended absence of said persons from the state.
Persons claiming residence in the state while living in
another state or country must provide proof of a continual Iowa domicile, such as, evidence that (1) they
have not acquired a domicile in another state, (2) they
have maintained a continuous voting record in Iowa) and
(3) they have filed regular Iowa income tax returns
during their absence from the state.
2.
Emancipation of minors.
Colorado defines the
"emancipated minor" thus:
"a minor whose parents have
entirely surrendered the right to the care, custody, and
earnings of such minor and who no longer are under any duty
to support or maintain such minor." If emancipation is
established, the emancipated minor assumes responsibilities
as an adult and must qualify for resident status as an adult.

The General Statutes of Kansas stipulates that minors
who have neither lived with nor been supported by their
parents for three years or more prior to enrollment can
qualify for in-state status if certain residence requirements are met.
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The University of Minnesota indicates that marriage
constitutes emancipation of minors, both male and female.
The University of Washington recognizes that a minor is
emancipated if he is married or fully self-supporting.
Where self-support is claimed, parents are required to confirm this and to file a statement that they do not claim the
minor as a dependent for income tax purposes.
3. Status of wives. There are varied regulations on
the residence classification of wives:
University of Michigan:
"The residence of a wife
follows that of her husband; however, those women
students who, by reason of the residence of
parents, or those who, being twenty-one years of
age, have acquired residence, may continue to
register as residents of Michigan, although subsequently marrying nonresident students or other
nonresidents. "
Wisc~nsin:

"
• . any female student who entered the
university as a nonresident stUdent and married a
resident student after matriculation, shall be
entitled to the exemptions [from fees for non-

resident tuition] after attending the university
for 2 full consecutive semesters as a nonresident,
and while continuing to reside in this state."
University of Minnesota:
"The domicile of a female becomes that of her husband and so remains while she
continues to live with him.
For University purposes, a nonresident female becomes eligible for
resident status one calendar year after marriage
to a Minnesota resident; conversely, a resident
female loses residence privileges one calendar
year after marriage to a nonresident. n
All of the above examples show that the residence of a
wife normally follows that of her husband. Some institutions, as noted above, protect a female's resident status,
despite her marriage to a nonresident.
On the other hand,
there are other institutions which always assign an identical
residence classification for both husband and wife.
Indiana university allows married students, while
attending the University, to claim in-state status by certifying that their only horne has been in Indiana for the
required six months and that they intend to treat Indiana
as their legal domicile.
4. Classification of aliens.
The University of
Michigan classifies an alien and his wife or children as
residents of Michigan if the alien is (al lawfully admitted
for permanent residence in the United States and (b) met
state residence requirements.
The University of
The University further
visitor's or student's
the united States only

Washington has a similar provision.
stipulates that an alien with a
visa has authorization to remain in
on a temporary basis and for limited
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purposes; therefore, such an alien is not free to establish
a permanent residence within the United States and is consequently not competent to establish domicile in the state.
Michigan State University specifies that "Aliens who
have secured the Declaration of Intent papers and have
otherwise met the requirements for residence shall be considered residents. 11
5.
Other regulations. Many institutions spell out
other evidences which can not in themselves establish residence.
The University of Minnesota has the following rule:
The following facts, standing alone, are not
accepted as sufficient evidence of domicile:
employment by the University as a fellow, scholar, assistant,
or in any position normally filled by students; a statement of intention to acquire a domicile in this state;
voting or registration for voting; the lease of living
quarters; payment of local and state taxes; or automobile registration.
Colorado states that:
(a) Payment of Colorado income tax is highly
persuasive evidence of domicile in Colorado.
(b) Nonpayment of Colorado income tax by a person
whose income is sufficient to be taxed is highly persuasive evidence of non-Colorado domicile.
At the State University of Iowa the following facts,
either singly or in combination, may be considered as evidence of domicile:
(1) Student is self-supporting, especially by employment of a type offering a future in the state extending
beyond his university course; (2) student has acquired
a family of his own; (3) he has purchased, or leased on
a year-around basis, what may be considered as a home
establishment; or (4) he has acquired interests in the
community which are relatively permanent in character,
other than those of attendance at the University_
(5) Evidence of payment of Iowa income tax must be
presented.
Exceptions.
The following groups of individuals are frequently charged resident tuition even though residence requirements are not met:
1. Military personnel and dependents. There are great
variations in the degree of generosity with which military
personnel and their dependents are treated for the purpose
of residence classification.
Illinois and Wisconsin both grant military personnel,
on active duty stationed in their respective states, and
their dependents the privilege of attending their universities at the resident tuition rate during the period that
such personnel are stationed in the state. Similarly do
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both the University of Michigan and the state of Colorado
grant military personnel and their dependents the privilege
of paying the resident rate, but only after they have met a
residence requirement--6 months in Michigan and one year in
Colorado. The State University of Iowa has a provision
similar to that of Michigan in regard to military personnel
and dependents. The University of Minnesota grants "persons
in Minnesota under military orders, not for educational
purposes • • . the special privilege of paying tuition,
beginning a year after their arrival, at the resident rate
so long as their military assignment continues in the state."

2.
Federal employees and dependents.
The State University of Iowa grants the privilege of paying tuition at
the resident rate to federal employees who move into the
state as a result of civil orders from the government as
well as to their minor children.
The state of Washington
provides that, for tuition purposes, the term "resident
students" shall include "the children of federal employees
residing within the state."
3.
Staff members and teachers. While some institutions, like the University of Minnesota and Ohio State
University, have no special provisions for the dependents
of staff members, other institutions do.
The University of

Washington includes "children and spouses of staff members
of the university" in the term "resident students".
The
University of Michigan stipulates that "Full-time members of
the ~teaching staff ' , teaching fellows whose appointments
require at least three contact hours of teaching each week
in regularly assigned formal classes, and their dependents
may register in the University as residents of the state of
Michigan. II
Even less restrictive is the provision of the University of Illinois:
staff members and the spouses and dependent
children of staff members of the University and allied
agencies located in Urbana-Champaign on full-time
appointment, members of the faculties of state-supported institutions of higher education in Illinois
on full-time appointment, teachers on full-time
appointment in the elementary and secondary schools in
Illinois, and staff members on full-time appointment
with allied agencies located elsewhere in Illinois,
classified as nonresidents of Illinois, are permitted
to attend the University upon paying the same tuition
and other fees assessed against resident students
during the period the staff member, faculty member, or
teacher holds such appointment and during the summer
immediately following the school year for which such
appointment was effective~
Michigan State University has a similar provision for
teachers in the public education system.

4. Graduate students. Some institutions give graduate
students special attention.
The University of Maryland, for
example, charges all graduate students the resident tuition
rate.
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Another institution, which prefers to remain anonymous,
provides that after six months as graduate students, such
out-of-state students may be classified as resident students
if they are:
{al over 21 years of age and (b) citizens of
the united States. Although residence in the state is
required, no check on this is made, so that it is relatively
easy for graduate students to achieve resident status.
It
is also interesting to note that this provision can not be
found anywhere in print; but the word gets around and increasing numbers of graduate students are seeking a change
in their residence classification.
Wisconsin has an interesting provision; one that indirectly encourages prospective graduate students to enter
as freshmen:
Any student who shall not have been a resident of
the state for one year next preceding his ,first admission to the university, except as above provided [in
special exemptions], shall not be exempt from the payment of the nonresident tuition fees until he shall
have attended the university for four academic years;
but if he shall have attended the university and thereafter shall continuously have been a resident of this
state for a period of combined attendance at the university and subsequent residence in the state of not
less than four years, he shall, while he continues a
resident of the state, be entitled to exemption from
payment of the nonresident tuition fees upon reentering the university.
5. Other exceptions
Pastors and their dependents
are allowed to pay the resident tuition rate, as of the date
of their contracts, at Michigan State University.
5

A liberal provision is found at Indiana University:
• children of Indiana University alumni, children
of nonresident taxpayers, and children whose parents
have moved from Indiana to another state so recently
that the student could not be classified as a resident

in the new state are given the privilege of paying
resident fees, even though their domicile is not in
Indiana.

The 1960 WIeHE study states:
Other exceptions reported by one or two institutions include honor students, athletes recommended by
their coaches, children of alumni, veterans, school
teachers, residents of certain named states and territories, blind persons, foreign students, previous
residents, and unonresidents" who have attended the
institute for three years.
Only one Western public
college reported it makes no exceptions to its residence requirernents~
Of special interest to Hawaii is Oregon's provision
which exempts Hawaii and Alaska students from the nonresident fee if they have been bona fide residents of their
respective states for the major portion of the two years
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immediately preceding registration for the term for which
exemption is granted.
Concluding Remarks. According to some involved in residence
classification work, their task is made especially difficult because of the increasing numbers of:
(a) married students,
(b) students 21 years and over, and (c) students from broken
homes. One institution, which had developed its residence rules
in 1935, is presently attempting to revise them in order to meet
current problems more effectively.
Several institutions also made the observation that as the
nonresident tuition fee rose, there was increasing pressure among
nonresident students to alter their residence classification.
One employee who handles such cases remarked:
"Students tell all
kinds of lies to get re-classified." In view of the trend to
raise tuition and to increase the difference between resident and
nonresident tuition, the future may demand residence requirements which are more precise and comprehensive.
In this regard,
it is interesting to note that the Michigan Council of State
Colleges attempted to formulate common rules for residence
classification. Although the attempt was not successful, it may
portend future activity on the part of other states.
A recent attempt to define !l residence" for college purposes
was made by the coordinating board in New Mexico in response to
a legal requirement. The results of this board are presented in
Appendix C.

Residence Classification Procedures and Staff
There are many students who obviously can be classified as
resident on the basis of the location of the secondary schools
they attended or the in-state residence of their parents.
If,
however, the student's transcript is from out-af-state, his
address or that of his parents is out-of-state, he is an alien,
or there is any other fact disclosed by his correspondence or
application that there may be a question as to his resident
status, he is classified as a nonresident. In such cases, the
burden of proof is placed directly on the student--he needs to
prove that he is a resident.
In many universities, information on residence is sought in
the application for admission. The 1960 WICHE survey indicates
that a majority of Western states require a notarized affidavit
of residence from the student in cases of doubt.
Special
questionnaires to determine residence classification have been
developed by many institutions. A few of these are included in
Appendix D for illustrative purposes.
There is some variation among institutions in their residence classification procedures, as indicated below:
University of Colorado: The Director of Admissions is
responsible for residence classification. He uses formal
and informal committees to aid him with the more difficult
cases.
University of Minnesota: The responsibility for determining
the residence status of a student is lodged in the Office of
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Admissions and Records.
Professional staff members screen
all applications. For the purpose of determining the classification of difficult cases, the Dean of Admissions and
Records is aided by a Board of Review for Residency Classification. This Board is made up of six members; five are
appointed annually by the President and chosen from the
faculties of the different colleges and different campuses;
the chairman is the Dean himself. One of the Board members
is a lawyer; this is deemed desirable because of the many
legal complications which may characterize a case. The
Board meets at least once a month and handles between 5 and
10 cases at each meeting. The Board invariably meets with
the student and other witnesses may be called. Decisions
are made by majority vote.
University of Washington: Students who are initially
classified as nonresidents by the Admissions Office have the
right to file an application for reclassification (see copy
in Appendix D) with the Residence Classification Office.
This Office is maintained in the Attorney Generalis Division
of the University. An assistant attorney general (who works
on other legal matters also) and two full-time clerks handle

all residence cases.
The pattern of utilizing the admissions office or registrar
to make the initial residence classification and of providing
legal counsel to work on reclassification or appeals is a common
one. The University of Illinois and Wayne State University
follow this general procedure~
Instead of using a legal counsel, some institutions have
established review boards or ad hoc committees to rule on doubtful cases. Among such institutions are the University of
Minnesota, Michigan State University, Indiana University, and the
State University of Iowa.
(This method was criticized by at
least one institution, which lodges all responsibility for
classification in the admissions officer, on the basis that there
is less opportunity for continuity and consistency when groups
make decisions than when one individual does. This institution
uses committees to make policies on residence classification when
a new circumstance arises, but not to rule on individual cases.)
The University of Michigan assigns the task of reclassification of doubtful cases to the University Vice-President for
Student Affairs.
In many institutions, students are given the right to appeal
the decision of the review board or officer to the regents or
trustees. However, such governing boards generally refer such
cases to the reviewing agencies and thus reiterate their decisions.
Some institutions provide for students who may wilfully
claim improper residence status. Wayne State University, for
example, states:
Any student who improperly claims resident classification shall be required to pay the nonresident fees for all
work carried under such improper classification, and will
be subject to such disciplinary action as may be deemed
appropriate. Willful misstatement of facts will subject the
student to dismissal from the University.
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As noted earlier, many institutions require that students notarize their applications for resident status.

Admission Policies
While institutions of higher education generally admit all
graduate students, regardless of geographical origin, on the same
basis, there are usually differing policies relating to the
admission of entering freshmen and transfer students. There are
three policies which have special relevance to the nonresident
student:
(a) definition of residence for admission purposes (as
separate from tuition purposes); (b) establishment of quotas for
nonresident students; and (c) requirement of higher academic
standards for nonresident students.

Residence Re-Defined
The University of Washington admits the children of out-ofstate alumni On the basis of entrance requirements set for resident students but charges such children the nonresident tuition
fee.
The University of California has separate rules for classifying a student as a resident for admission purposes only. A
student is given such classification if he has met at least one
of the following conditions:
1. He has resided continuously in California for at
least three months prior to the semester in which he wishes
to register.
2. His last semester of formal schooling, or at least
three-fourths of his formal schooling after the eighth grade,
was done in California.
3. At least one of his parents attended the University
of California.
4. He can present convincing evidence that circumstances require that his parents or his spouse move to
California before the end of the semester in which he
wishes to register.
5. He or his parents are legal residents of California.
6. He has been assigned to the University by the
Federal Government, such as, students subsidized by the
Navy Five Term Program (not NROTC candidates who are required to meet out-of-state requirements).
7. He is a foreigner admitted to the United States
under the quota system who has chosen California as his
residence. 5
In view of the tendency for institutions to limit nonresident enrollments by setting higher academic requirements, there
is a distinct advantage for students to be classified as residents, if only for admission purposes.
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Quotas Established'
The University of Michigan reports that traditionally over
two-thirds of the freshman class have been residents of Michigan.
This university furthermore gives priority, among qualified nonresident students, to the children of alumni.
Michigan State
University limits the nonresident freshman enrollment to 20 per
cent of the class.
The 1960 WIeHE survey indicates that 3 out of the 57 public
four-year colleges and universities reported specific quotas on
nonresident entering freshmen.
One of these schools reported
that although there is no formal quota, the governing board
preferred the proportion of nonresident students to be no more
than one-fourth.

Higher Academic Standards Set
The 1960 WIeHE study reveals that out of 56 institutions
replying, 27 reported no differences in their academic requirements for resident and nonresident students.
The remaining 29
demand higher requirements for nonresidents than for residents.
Among the 29, there are 17 which require higher grade point
averages for nonresidents, 5 which require a higher rank in class,
and 7 which require both or which employ other standards.
Some examples of what kinds of admission standards institutions set for resident and nonresident students are found below.
University of Washington:
All applicants are expected to present a college preparatory
high school background which includes at least 16 units
distributed as follows:
3 units in English; 2 units each in
mathematics, one foreign language, and social science; 1
unit in laboratory science; and 2 units in electives from
the foregoing areas. In addition, ~ nonresident must be
eligible for admission to the University of his own state
and meet the scholastic standards as listed below, which are
based on Washington's four-point grading system.
Applying Directly From High School
3.00 (B) grade-point average or placement in the upper
25 per cent of the graduating class.
For residents:
2.50 grade-point average.
Applying With Fewer Than 45 Acceptable College Quarter
Credits
3.00 (B) grade-point average or placement in the upper
25 per cent of the high school graduating class, and a
3.00 (B) grade-point average in standard college

*The restrictions on nonresident freshman enrollment set by
Colorado are presented in Chapter I of this report as is an
excerpt from the Benjamin Fine article dealing with practices
of universities in limiting out-of-state students.
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For residents:
2.30 for College of Engineercourses.
ing, 2.20 for College of Education, and 2.00 for other
colleges.
Applying With 45 or More Acceptable College Quarter
Credits
2.70 (B-) grade-point average in standard college
courses.
For residents:
2_30 for College of Engineering, 2.20 for College of Education, and 2.00 for other
colleges. 6
university of California:
It has been necessary to place some limitation on
enrollment of applicants who are not residents of California,
and therefore, only those of exceptional promise will be
eligible for admission. The regulations.
. are designed
to admit out-of-state applicants whose standing, as measured
approximately by scholastic records and aptitude tests, is
in the upper half of those who would be eligible under
regular rules. 7
California's Master Plan provides that resident students
eligible for admission to the University be in the top 12-1/2 per
cent of the graduates of the California public high schools.
The
above provision for nonresidents requires them to be in the top
6-1/4 per cent.
Specific requirements for nonresident students
in terms of test scores and grades indicate the fallowing differences:
(a) entering freshmen who are residents need a 3.0 (B)
average in the required high school subjects while nonresident
students need a 3.4 average; (b) freshmen admitted by examination
who are residents need a total of 1650 on the basis of three
achievement tests in subject fields while nonresident students
need a total of 1725; (c) transfer students with 56 units of work
or two years of prior work need a 2.4 grade point average if they
are residents and 2.8 if they are nonresidents. 8
Michigan State University requires entering freshmen who are
nonresidents to have a score of 1100 or better on the scholastic
aptitude test and to be in the top quartile of the high school
graduating class.
However, since out-of-state applications are
SO numerous from two states, their applicants, to be admitted,
must have a score of 1400 and be in the top 5 per cent of the
class.
Admission policies for nonresident students are sometimes
stated in more general terms, as at the University of Minnesota.
On January 29, 1937, when nonresident fees were established by
the board of regents, the following policy was also set forth:
"Students from outside Minnesota should not be admitted whose
secondary school work, intelligence rating, or other measures of
scholastic achievement do not give better than average promise
of an ability to profit from courses of instruction and residence
at the University of Minnesota. ,,9
In contrast to the tendency to establish higher academic
standards for nonresident students for admission or transfer
purposes is the position that such requirements can be placed
too high.
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· • . Some feel that out-of-state students could become "unfair academic competition" for residents if too great a
difference in requirements prevails.
Others point out that
our ways of predicting Success in college are by no means
fool-proof, and that standards placed too high will turn
away many of the students who would make the greatest contributions to university life. lO

Tuition Policies
All land-grant colleges (members of the American Association
of Land-Grant Colleges and State Universities) and state universities (members of the State Universities Association) in the
50 states, except the University of Hawaii, charge nonresident
students a higher rate for tuition and required fees than that
for resident students.

Magnitude of Tuition Differentials
Tuition for out-of-state students ranges from 1-1/2 to 3
times the tuition for resident students. ll The lowest undergraduate nonresident fees in 1961-62 were found at Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College ($150), Lincoln University ($220),
Kentucky State College ($236), and the University of Hawaii
($241).
The highest rates were found at Pennsylvania State University ($1,050) and the University of Vermont ($1,040).
Table 9 presents data on the ratios of average nonresident
to resident tuition and fee charges in different geographical
regions for 1960-61 as reported by the U. S. Office of Education.
An analysis of the replies of 414 public institutions reveals
that the average nonresident tuition is 2.30 times as much as the
average resident tuition.
The range in ratios varies between
2.11 for technological institutions to 2.90 for other professional schools and from 2.12 for institutions with enrollments of
5,000 to 9,999 to 2.40 for those with 2,500 to 4,999 students.
By region, the ratio varies from 2.11 in the Great Lakes and
Plains to 2.49 in the West and Southwest.
The U. S. Office of Education survey by Bokelman and D'Amico
also reports that while resident tuition fees rose in 1961-62,
the largest rate of increase was in nonresident tuition and fees
in state universities--ll per cent.
In this connection, it is
interesting to note that in 1962-63 the University of Wisconsin
will raise the annual out-af-state tuition fee to $750 but the
in-state fee remains at $236.
This tendency to increase nonresident tuition more rapidly than resident tuition was also found
by WIeHE in its 1960 survey of public colleges and universities
in the West: 2
Average Tuition and Fees
1957-58
1960-61
Resident Students
Nonresident Students

$151
344

$179
422

Per Cent
Increase
18.5
22.7

The WIeHE report also observes that this trend had been noted
over a decade ago by Charles Hoff in his national study of
tuition and fees.
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Table 9
RATIOS OF AVERAGE NONRESIDENTIAL TO RESIDENTIAL STUDENT
TUITION AND FEE CHARGES IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, BY TYPE OF
INSTITUTION, BY SIZE OF ENROLLMENT, AND BY REGION
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As a result of the frequency and magnitude of recent tuition
increases, there has developed some concern about nonresident
fees approaching private school tuition figures--a circumstance
which, some people feel t jeopardizes the principle of public
higher education.
On the other hand, it should be noted that
even with additional charges to nonresidents, "public institutions derive from tuition and required fees only an estimated 25
to 35 per cent of the total costs for educating a nonres~dent
student. "13

Characteristics of Tuition Policies
Information is presented below on the authorization of nonresident tuition as well as on the nature of tuition policies
in selected universities.
Authorization of Nonresident Tuition. Some states have
statutory provisions authorizing the governing boards of universities to set nonresident tuition.
The Ohio Revised Code, for
example, provides that "reasonable tuition for the attendance of
pupils who are nonresidents of Ohio" may be charged by the board
of trustees of the several state colleges and universities (Sec.
3345.01). The Revised Code of Washington goes one step further:
it actually sets the general tuition fee for resident and nonresident students (Sec. 28.77.030).

In contrast to legal provisions authorizing nonresident
tuition are the decisions of governing boards.
The University of
Minnesota, for example, has considerable autonomy.
Its regents
decided when nonresident fees were to be instituted; they also
decide when those fees are to be revised.
Uniform or Differentiated Tuition for All Colleges.
Some
institutions charge all resident students the same tuition, and
another uniform, but higher, rate to all nonresident students,
regardless of college.
For example, Michigan State University
presently charges all resident students a sum of $327.75 a year
for tuition and fees, and all nonresident students a sum of
$873.75.
Other institutions, however, operate on the theory that
tuition should be related more directly to cost and have different charges for each of the colleges.
Among these universities
are Ohio State, University of Minnesota, Indiana Universi~, and
the ~~Qniversity of Iowa.
For example, Ohio State has the
following fee schedule, effective the autUmn quarter of 1962:

College or School
Agriculture and Home Economics
Arts and Sciences
Commerce and Administration
Education
Engineering
Graduate School
School of Nursing
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Fees for
Resident
Students
Per Quarter

Fees for
Non-Resident
Students
Per Quarter

$110
110

$260
260
260
260
260
260
260

HO
110
110
110
110

School of Optometry
Dentistry
Dental Hygiene and Dental
Laboratory Technology
Law

Medicine
Pharmacy
Veterinary Medicine

147
230

297
380

157
132
230
115
150

307
282
380
265
300

Universities with different tuition for each of the colleges
and professional schools generally charge most for the schools
of medicine and dentistry and least for the undergraduate colleges, like arts and sciences, education, business administration,
and agriculture.
In no institution, however, is the nonresident
student charged the full, direct costs of instruction.
A few institutions make a special case of the graduate
school in recognition of the desirability of having nonresident
students from different institutions and the small likelihood of
a sufficient number of in-state graduate students. At both the
University of Maryland and the State University of Iowa, for
example, both resident and nonresident students in the graduate
school pay the same fees. At Iowa resident and nonresident
students in the college of liberal arts pay $145 and $310, respectively, per semester, but all graduate students pay $165 for
the same period.
Fees for the Summer Session. There is no difference in the
summer session fees charged resident and nonresident students at
such institutions as the University of Washington, Indiana
University, and the University of Minnesota.
Oftentimes these
credit hour charges are slightly higher than those for the academic year, particularly in institutions which expect summer
session programs to be "self-supporting".
Indiana, for example,
charges $7 and $18 per credit hour to resident and nonresident
students, respectively, during the academic year, but charges
both groups of students $9 per credit hour during the summer
session.
Furthermore, many institutions realize that their
summer sessions attract non-degree students and new applicants
and that administering residence classification would be too much
of a task for the short summer term.
(Both Indiana and Minnesota
likewise have a flat charge for all students taking extension
courses. )
Some institutions maintain a different fee schedule for
resident and nonresident students during the summer. For example,
the University of Wisconsin charges $80 for residents and $110
for nonresidents during the summer session. 14 The University of
Illinois charges $37.50 and $125.00, respectively, for resident
and nonresident students. 15

Determination of Nonresident Tuition
Presented below are the practices of several institutions
that differ in the manner in which they determine nonresident
tuition.
University of California:
"The nonresident tuition fee is
calculated essentially to cover the cost of instruction." Such fees are set by the Regents.1 6
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University of Colorado: Acting in accordance with the
recommendation of a legislative committee, the nonresident tuition is between 60 and 90 per cent of the
instructional cost of maintaining a student.
Costs
are figured on a campus wide basis and not by college
or class status.
The computation of instructional
costs excludes capital outlay. The biggest item is
faculty compensation.
Computation for 1962 resulted in
a figure of $1071 as the cost of instruction per pupil
(full-time equivalent); Colorado will charge $832 as
nonresident tuition or 77.7 per cent of cost.
(In
addition there are required fees totaling $72.)
Michigan state University:
An important consideration in
determining nonresident tuition is the fee that other
institutions are charging. Another factor is legislative action, particularly as it relates to the
university budget.
University of Minnesota: Over the years, Minnesota has
tried to have its nonresident tuition at the median of
the Big Ten Schools.
Although this fee is not related
intentionally to instructional costs, the observation
was made that resident tuition covers approximately
one-fourth of faculty and administrative costs while
the nonresident tuition covers approximately one-half
of similar costs.
To proponents of nonresident tuition, the idea of having a
nonresident student pay "the full cost of his education" or a
major portion thereof seems attractive.
However, the computation
of that cost is complex; the magnitude of the final figure
depends on the factors which an institution believes to be part
of "instructional costs".
One economist-statistician has the
following view:
• many people believe that the "unit cost" of a student's education is the institution1s total "educational and
general" cost divided by the number of students.
This
simply isn't true.
It costs much less to teach students in
the first two years of college than those in the last two
years--and professional and graduate education may be many
times as expensive as teaching a fresp~an. Also, the laboratory facilities and expensive instruments needed in the
physical sciences usually push their costs far above those
of a lecture-course in English literature.
If we really
tried to charge each student the cost of his education~ we
would have a whole scale of tuition charges--and weld have
to keep changing the figures. 17
Another consideration in determining nonresident tuition is
the principle of reciprocity.
In a 1947 survey of state universities and land-grant colleges, 2 out of 61 institutions that
replied did not have a uniform resident fee; "instead they assess
such fees on a reciprocal basis, charging a student from a particular state the fee that his state university would charge
residents of their states.,,18
Michigan State University had a similar provision during
1960-61:
For students coming from states where the land-grant
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university of that state charges Michigan residents fees
in excess of $645 per year ($215 per term), the fees charged
by Michigan State University will be increased to equal the
fees of the land-grant university in the state from which
the student comes to a maximum of $750.00 per year ($250
per term). 19
According to Michigan State's vice-president for business and
finance, at that time there were about 15 states with nonresident
tuition above $645. The intent of the reciprocal provision was
to discourage other institutions from establishing higher nonresident tuition~
However, in 1961 Michigan State raised its
tuition for nonresidents to $750 and abandoned the reciprocal
provision~
The one-year trial period is considered too short to
evaluate the effectiveness of this type of arrangement~
Other attempts at reciprocity were discussed by the executive secretary-treasurer of the Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges:
Several very interesting experiments in institutional
inter-change, some involving reciprocal waiving of nonresident fees, are under way. Missouri has such arrangements with the Universities of Nebraska and Arkansas, each
involving exchanges in fields not covered by the other
institution, and waiver of non-resident fees.
The New
England public universities have a general agreement covering certain fields, under which any student from any New
England state can enroll at institutions offering prog:rams
in these fields without paying the non-resident fee~
Unfortunately the exchange is rather uneven and in time quotas
and exchange of funds may have to be instituted. Minnesota
has announced it will try to negotiate arrangements with
surrounding states, under which each State will pay the
differential between resident and non-resident fees for its
student s . .
20
The notion that each state should pay the differential
between the resident and nonresident fees for its students is
also discussed in another article on nonresident tuition:
• • . It is a matter of debate whether the additional
charges to nonresidents should be assessed against the individual student or against the governing body of the community wherein the student's family resides~
It could be
argued that since the student's family pays taxes, he should
be entitled to financial support from tax monies if he
attends an out-of-State college or university, especially if
comparable facilities are not available in his home state. 21
Such an arrangement is found in the Western states all of
which are members of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education.
Nonresident students in dentistry, medicine, and
veterinary medicine may, under certain conditions, pay the resident tuition while the home state pays a supplementary fee to the
professional school to help meet the cost of training.

Financial Aid to Nonresident Students
The University of Colorado, aware that its nonresident
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tuition is high and that academically able students from out-ofstate should not be penalized because of economic hardship, has
a scholarship fund for nonresident students.
Included in the
nonresident fee yearly is $15 for this scholarship fund.
Because of the magnitude of the charge [in nonresident
tuition] and also because of the belief that the University
should be in a position to compete aggressively for the most
able students wherever located, the Board of Regents established the Non-resident Scholarship Fund financed by a
specific fee paid by non-resident students~ This year it
is prirnaTily used to cover hardship cases arising from the
large increases in non-resident tuition and fees that have
occurred.
In the future it will also be used to make it
possible for very able students of modest means to attend
the University in spite of its high non-resident charges. 22
Wisconsin has a provision to give financial assistance to
needy and worthy nonresident students by remitting all or part of
the nonresident tuition but not in excess of a certain proportion of nonresidents. Another interesting provision relates to
the role state senators and assemblymen may play in recommending
nonresident students whose tuition is to be remitted. 23
Efforts to give financial aid to graduate students, the
majority of whom may be nonresidents, are characteristic of most
institutions.
Such universities offer many assistantships and
fellowships--bo,th teaching and research--::;o that graduate students can be subsidized to a certain extent.
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CHAPTER IV

ALTERNATIVE POLICIES RELATING
TO NONRESIDENT STUDENTS
Many public institutions of higher education adopted basic
policies regarding residence requirements, academic standards,
and tuition differentials for nonresident students during the
period immediately following World War II.
Generally the circumstances which prompted these policies were the same:
increasing
number and proportion of state youth seeking higher education;
growing number and proportion of nonresident students in the
student body; increasing sentiment that state facilities would
not be adequate for local youth because of nonresidents; feeling that local taxpayer should not be subsidizing the education

of nonresident students on the same basis as that of resident
students.
Hawaii is presently facing similar circumstances.
The
State House of Representatives in adopting House Select Committee Report No. 12 in 1962 expressed concern that the University's
facilities "will be severely taxed or become inadequate to accommodate all our resident students" and that "a growing number
of nonresident students place an increasingly heavy financial
burden on the State".
The board of regents of the University in re-affirming the
policy of no tuition differentials for nonresident students did
so for several reasons: nonresident students are recognized for
their contribution to the educational and cultural life of the
campus; the University has a smaller percentage of nonresident
students than the average in similar mainland institutions; nonresident students bring economic gains to the State; nonresident
fees would impose a financial condition on acceptance by the
University.
The recent u. S. Office of Education study on higher education recommends that the setting of tuition should be the prerogative of the board of regents. 1 This would change present
practice.
Sec. 44-3, Revised Laws of Hawaii 1955, as amended,
stipulates that the board of regents shall set the annual tuition
fee not in excess of $170.
Regardless of whether the board of regents or the legislature or the two in combination are the policy makers, there
are certain essential aspects, discussed below, which should be
considered in reaching a decision on the type and size of the
desired nonresident student popUlation.
There are also a
number of alternative policies which may be followed; the basic
ones are discussed in this chapter~
To implement the policy
decision, a number of devices or tools, which have been described
previously, are available.
In this chapter, suggestions are
made for applying the devices to implement certain alternative
policies.
Finally, there are aspects which should be considered
regardless of which policy is followed.
These are noted briefly
at the end of the chapter.
Table 10 is included at this point to serve as an outline
of the several aspects which need to be reviewed in reaching a
policy decision on the t:pe and size of the desired nonresident
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Table 10
OUTLINE OF ASPECTS AFFECTING A POLICY DECISION
ON THE TYPE AND SIZE OF THE NONRESIDENT
STUDENT POPULATION ATTENDING THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
I.
II.

III.

Basic Policy Question
to be Determined:

Type and size of desired nonresident student population.

Aspects Which Should be
Considered in Reaching a
Policy Decision:

(1) Hawaii's share in the
higher education enterprise;
(2) Hawaii's unique role in
higher education;
(3) Expanding graduate program
at the University;
(4) Financial facts facing the
University.

Alternative policies:

(1) Continue present system of
not restricting nonresident attendance;
(2) Raise quality of nonresident students; keep their
number constant;
(3) Reduce number of nonresident students;
(4) Increase nonresident
attendance~

IV.

V.

Basic Devices Which
Are Employed in Implementing a Policy Decision:

(1) Residence requirements;
(2) Academic standards;

(3) Tuition differential.

(1) Feasibility

Aspects Which Should be
Considered Regardless of
Which Policy is Followed:

of reciprocity;
Existence of opportunities
for interchange;
(3) Effectiveness of interchange.

(2)
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student population.
The decision-making process on this issue
has several phases, and it is important to keep each in its
proper perspective and place.

Aspects to be Considered in
Reaching a PolicV Decision
Higher education, in contrast with elementary and secondary
education, is oftentimes considered as a national, rather than
a state, enterprise because of the highly mobile c811ege population and in recognition of the fact that many advanced degree
recipients and professional school graduates do not receive
their advanced training in their home state.
In addition to
examining whether Hawaii is doing its" share" in educating as
many in-migrating students as there are out-migrating students,
this section also discusses Hawaii's potentially unique contribution to international education.
The determination of policies regarding nonresident students
requires knowledge of certain features about the University of
Hawaii.
Three important areas are scrutinized--expansion at the
graduate level, sources of income for educational purposes, and
magnitude of tuition and fees as compared with those of similar
institutions.

Migration Patterns of Hawaii's College Youth
A considerable number of Hawaii's college youth go to the
mainland for their college education.
In fall 1958, about twofifths of Hawaii's 9,696 undergraduate college students, all
of the 299 professional students, and about three-tenths of the
1,436 graduate students migrated to the mainland. 2 According
to the U. S. Office of Education survey team, only five states
exceeded Hawaii's proportion of undergraduate students going
out-of-state for their college education.
In all, 4,405 students (undergraduate, professional, and
graduate) of Hawaii's college youth were studying on the mainland. 3 College students coming to Hawaii for study numbered
1,137, the overwhelming majority being undergraduate students.
In fall 1958~ exclusive of foreign students, there were 3,268
more Hawaii students studying on the mainland than there were
mainland students studying in Hawaii.
In total numbers, as well as in terms of level of training,
more college students left Hawaii than came to Hawaii.
Furthermore, Hawaii has no professional schools.
Details on Hawaii
students' out-migration to the various states and the in-migration from those states are included in Appendix E~ Viewed in
terms of numbers, Hawaii may be regarded as a debtor state-particularly when the in-migration figure for students corning
to Hawaii from certain states (e~g., California, Oregon,
Colorado) falls far below the r;:ur.ber of Hawaii students attending institutions located in those states~
In order to evaluate Hawaii's seeming debtor status as far
as economic effects are concerned, it would be necessary to
examine a complex of factors.
The basic approach would require
data on the average instructional costs in the various states,
the portion borne by students as reflected in nonresident fees,
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and the portion borne by the state.
Since Hawaii currently has
no nonresident fees, contrary to mainland practice, the State
bears a considerable portion of the instructional costs for nonresident students.
Thus, a small number of in-migrating students from a particular state may conceivably cost more to Hawaii
than that state may be expending for a larger number of Hawaii
students, paying nonresident fees.
An attempt to assess the
creditor-debtor status of the various states, on the above basis,
was undertaken for 1951-52, but Hawaii was omitted from the
study. 4

Since a large number of Hawaii students leave the state
for their undergraduate training, an attempt was made to gain
~further information about such students.
A 1962 report of the
Department of Education was extremely helpful. 5 Greater proportions of boys and girls in the higher quintiles of standing
in class went to the mainland than in the lower quintiles.
For
example, about one-third of boys in the highest quintile and
one-twentieth of boys in the lowest quintile went to the mainland.
Of the 1,138 students on the mainland, 562 were from the
public schools and 576 were from the private schools, representing 8 and 34 per cents, respectively, of graduates from their
schools.

Hawaii's Potential Role in International Education
The establishment of the East-West Center at the University
of Hawaii and the acceptance of this responsibility by the State
indicate the significant role of Hawaii in international education.
The East-West Center was proposed for Hawaii because Hawaii
. stands as a brilliant symbol of the day by day success
of the democratic processes as they respond to the creative
impact of varied cultural and racial groups.
Our newest
state provides tangible demonstration of the cooperative
accomplishments of peoples of diverse origins, working
together as free men, with mutual respect and consideration.
It represents the reality of the American dream,
not as a bland assimilation of differences, but as a fulfilled promise in the useful employment of diversities for
mutual good.
Indeed, Hawaii's people constitute a visible
proof that men can live together in harmony.
6
Although the federal government expends a considerable
amount of money to support the East-West Center, it is important
to remember that the State likewise gives financial support
though the precise magnitude of this support is not known.
(See
Chapter II.) Hawaii has committed it-sel£ to p1ay n unique role
in serving as the site of the Center.
The University presently
has 441 foreign students who comprise 5 per cent of the student
body.
In the nation at large, non-Americans comprise 2 per cent
of the total college student population.
If Hawaii is potentially valuable to the Asian student,
Hawaii may be equally valtJable to the mainland student. Hawaii IS
unique contribution to the family of American States may lie in
its dedication to promote better understandings between East
and West, with a heavy emphasis on the need for more Americans
to broaden their horizons.
Such an undertaking, if accepted by
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Hawaii on a larger scale than is presently the case, would involve positive student recruiting on the mainland and a willingness to expend the necessary funds for increased instructional
costs.

University's Expansion on the Graduate level
Expansion on the graduate level has been rapid in recent
years.
In 1959-60} the University offered master's degrees in
33 fields of study and doctorts degrees in 7 fields.
In 196263, mastert s degrees in 48 fields and doctor's degrees in 17
fields were being offered.7 Part of this growth is attributable
to the impetus given by the East-West Center because its grantees
are chiefly graduate students.
The University, as the only
state university in Hawaii, also has begun to feel a greater
need for graduate programs in order to meet local needs as well
as to increase its stature as an academic institution.
While
it is possible for small liberal arts colleges to gain their
reputation for being good undergraduate schools, state universities which are highly regarded are generally those with
strong graduate and/or professional schools.
It is difficult to say how long the trend toward increasing
graduate offerings will continue.
Many instructional departments at the University now offer the master's degree; many of
these will probably strive to initiate doctoral programs.
There
are some fields in which it seems "natural" for the University
to excel.
On the other hand} graduate programs are more costly
than undergraduate studies and enrollment in most doctoral programs is almost always Chiefly comprised of nonresident students.
At the University, for example, there are presently 727 advanced
degree (master's or doctor's) candidates; only 182 (25 per cent)
are Hawaii residents~
The rest are nonresidents:
290 from the
mainland and 255 from foreign countries. 8
As noted in Chapter III, institutions oftentimes make
special provisions for graduate students, enabling them to pay
the resident tuition fee.
The governor of Wisconsin recently
proposed that its University place no restriction on enrollment
of nonresident graduate students.
This provision is in line
with one of the guiding principles developed at a conference on
out-of-state students sponsored by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education:
"Admission to graduate studies
in our universities should be kept free from all restrictions
based on geographical origin. "9

University Sources of Income for Educational Purposes
The University has several sources of income for educational
purposes--state appropriations, federal funds, student fees, and
sales of services, gifts and grants.
During recent years, there
has been a decrease in the proportion composed of student fees.
In 1956-57, for example, student fees accounted for 22 per cent
of the educational income; in 1961-62 this figure was 12 per
cent.
See Appendix F for information on other sources of income
for the last six years.
The recent U. S. Office of Education study also points out
that the University, when compared to 52 land-grant colleges,
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depends less on income from tuition and fees and more on income
from the state and federal governments than is typical of sister
institutions.
It is difficult to determine what should be the proportion
of educational income composed of 'student fees.
Seymour Harris
reports that for public institutions of higher learning, tuition
and fees comprise 25 per cent of general and educational income
(and 62.5 per cent in private institutions). 10 Hawaii, like her
sister states, is concerned about how additional resources are
to be provided for higher education made necessary by increasing
enrollments and an expanding University.
The U. S. Office of Education survey team on higher education recommends:
That in order to meet more adequately the basic needs
of the degree-credit programs at Manoa and Hila campuses
of the statewide university system of Hawaii, plans and
efforts be extended to raise from sources typically drawn
upon to finance the costs of general and educational functions, (principally State appropriations and student
tuition charges) an amount increasing from the level of
about $14.6 million in 1962-63 to a level of approximately
$40.9 million by 1972-73. 11
The above recommendation, however, does not specify how much
more students should be charged for tuition~ Hawaii will
probably be faced with arguments for high tuition and with support for low tuition~
Resolving these different points of view
will not be easy.
Advocates of the "high tuition" school emphasize that it is
unfair for taxpayers to subsidize the education of relatively
rich COllege students--that a fairer arrangement would be higher
fees with a sufficient number of SCholarships and a substantial
loan fund. There is also the feeling that a COllege education
enables graduates generally to obtain lucrative employment and
that a college education should be regarded as a personal investment.
Furthermore, proponents point to the rise in family
incomes and argue that families are better able economically to
pay for higher education.
In sharp contrast to the above philosophy is the "low
tuition" viewpoint.
Supporters emphasize that the state has
the responsibility for providing higher education and that
opportunity must be expanded to enable the qualified, regardless
of their financial ability, to attend college.
This position
asserts that college training is a social investment, for
democracy requires an educated citizenry.
In view of the above controversy, Ostheimer's study on the
consequences of raising student fees is of interest. He concluded that "a percentage increase in the average student charge
is accompanied by a percentage decrease in the enrollment ratio
which is one-fifth as large, assuming that income, the adult
educational achievement, and the proximity of population to
universities and colleges are constant.
For a given number of
youth, a 25 percent higher average charge, for example, has
associated with it a 5 percent decrease in, enrollment,
_ .12
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It is generally believed that an increase in tuition will
be necessary--nationally--in the next decade to meet the needs
of higher education.
The difference in opinion arises in
determining the amount of increase.

Comparative Data on Tuition and Fees
In order to compare the University's tuition and fees with
those of other institutions, data on resident and nonresident
tuition and fees were gathered for:
(a) 24 higher education
institutions in the West--all state universities in the West
were included as well as state colleges with student enrollments equal to or greater than that of the University (1960-61)
and (b) 31 public, coeducational colleges and universities with
enrollments of 7,500 or more in non-Western states (spring
1960).13 Among the significant facts are the following:
1.
The University charge (for tuition and fees) for resident students is about 20 per cent above the mean for
Western institutions and about equal to the mean for nonWestern institutions.

2.
The University charge for nonresident students is
one-half or less than the mean for Western and non-Western
institutions.
For both groups of institutions, the University charge is the lowest, probably due to the fact
that the University is the only institution without a
differential for nonresidents.

Alternative Approaches
There is general aqreement that the University should have
nonresident students.
No one, locally or nationally, has proposed that nonresident attendance is undesirable and should
therefore be eliminated.
All are agreed that nonresident students are an asset to the campus.
The problem then is not one of determining whether or not
a tuition differential should be established for nonresident
students, but rather one of deciding the type of nonresident
population that is desired at the University_
The several
alternatives and the application of the basic devices to implement these alternatives are summarized in Table 11 and discussed below.
Alternative I.
If the present policies of the university
are continued, the nature of nonresident students will be left
pretty much to chance.
Selection is made from those who happen
to apply for admission, and students who accept are those who
can meet the tuition, transportation and living expenses.
What
is the desirable proportion of nonresidents in the student body
is not clear nor is the desirable ratio of nonresident American
students to foreign students clarified.
These or similar areas
should be explored as a minimal attempt to define the nonresident population.
Alternative II.
Another possibility is to strive to raise
the quality of the nonresident group, without increasing the
present number or the present state subsidy of educational
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Table 11
ALTERNATIVE POLICY GOALS GOVERNING
NONRESIDENT STUDENT ATTENDANCE AND AVAILABLE
DEVICES TO IMPLEMENT SUCH POLICIES

Basic Devices as Applied to Nonresident Students

Alternative
I

II

Alternative
POlicy Goals

Residence

Continue present system
of not restri.cting nonresident attendance.

None.

IV

Standard s

Raise quality of nonresident group; keep

Define.

Same as for residents or only

Tuition
Differentia 18

Other

None.

slightly higher.
Impose higher
standard as
number of applicants increases,

number constant.

III

Academic

Requirements

Reduce number of nonresident students.

Define

Increase nonresident
attendance.

None.

strictly.

None or some if differential is used to
finance scholarships

for highly qualified
but needy nonresidents.

Set higher
standards.

Adopt a differential.

Estahlish
quotas.

Same as for
residents.

None or small; if
substantial should

Offer

be easily waived.

scholarships;
initiate
positive recruiting pro-

gram.
Note:

Different policy goals may apply at the graduate level as compared

to the undergraduate level.

costs. Academic standards would have to be raised. This plan
assumes that the number of mainland applicants will continue
to rise and that by keeping the present number of nonresident
students constant (which will in effect reduce the proportion
they comprise in the student body), it will be possible to
select the more able. There need not be a tuition differential,
although residence requirements will need to be defined--at
least for selection purposes.
If an attempt is made to attract
the very qualified students through the establishment of a
special scholarship fund for nonresident students who may need
financial assistance, the adoption of a differential might be
desirable if a certain portion of those revenues is set aside
for the fund.
Alternative III. Another approach is to reduce nonresident
attendance. This can be accomplished by one or a combination
of the following means:
(a) formulate very strict residence
requirements with few exceptions~ (b) establish a quota for nonresident students, (c) set very high academic standards, (d)
adopt a tuition differential, probably large enough to cover
most of the instructional costs.
Alternative IV. Still another possibility is to increase
nonresident attendance by initiating a positive recruiting program. Under this plan, the University might attempt to define
what it considered to be a desirable "student mix" and recruit
accordingly. Residence requirements, if any, should not be
restrictive; academic standards should be left as they are;
scholarships should be offered; a small or no tuition differential should be charged (or if the differential is substantial,
it should be easily waived for certain groups of nonresidents
whom the University is especially desirous of attracting).
The above list of alternatives should not be considered to
be eXhaustive.
Obviously combinations of alternatives are
possible; further it may be desirable to treat different groups
of nonresident students differently.
In particular, should
Hawaii decide to alter its present policies on nonresident students, it will be necessary to decide whether graduate students,
for tuition purposes especially, should be treated as resident
or nonresident students.
Determining future pOlicies on nonresident students should
be based, at least in part, on the aspects discussed in the
previous section:
evaluation of whether or not Hawaii is doing
its "share" in the higher education enterprise; recognition
of Hawaii's unique role in international education; awareness
of the expanding graduate program at the University; arid knowledge of certain financial factors.
Regardless of the alternative
selected, there are several general aspects which should be
considered.

General Considerations
The financial consequences of having nonresident students
on campus are oftentimes a concern. Although the tuition differential is generally used to ease the economic burden, some
institutions are making reciprocal provisions for selected groups
of students, as noted in Chapter III~
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Should Hawaii decide to explore the possibilities of
reciprocity, it might initiate discussions with those states
which have approximately the same number of Hawaii students as
Hawaii has of their students. Another possibility is to request
the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education to
examine the ramifications of a Western regional compact for
graduate education.
Attractive as reciprocity may seem, it may be difficult to
achieve. The author discussed its possible use with administrators in California, Washington, Colorado, Minnesota, and
Michigan; all felt that their legislatures would not look upon
reciprocity with favor and that the nonresident differential was
a pretty well established practice.
Furthermore, some pointed
to the complex job of bookkeeping which would be required.
Hawaii is fortunate in having students from all parts of
the nation and from many foreign countries.
It is not enough,
however, merely to have a cosmopolitan student body. What
happens to the nonresident student at the University? Does he
in fact make the valuable contribution he is reputedly able to
offer? It is difficult to assess how much interaction there is
between resident and nonresident students.
The observation made
by the U. S. Office of Education survey team is of interest:
students "strongly believed that there should be both social and
academic interaction between the students from the United States
and students from other countries studying at the university."14
Meaningful interaction can take place in the classroom, bu,t
the living arrangements of students oftentimes offer a more
continuous and effective opportunity for the exchange of ideas.
For this reason, East-West Center plans for student living provide for residential units.
Presently the University's limited dormitory facilities are
largely occupied by resident students. More residential units
will soon be ready and conceivably SOme nonresident students
will be occupying them.
If the potential values of having nonresidents on campus are to be realized, it would be helpful for
nonresident students to be given opportunities to share residential units with resident students or to be provided with
facilities on campus for "mixing". On the other hand, Hawaii
has much to offer nonresident students besides academic learning, and the realization of this objective likewise requires
an environment conducive to interaction.

Miss Muizie Yamada prepared the manuscript for printing.
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Appendix A
DATA ON REPLIES TO SELECTED ITEMS FROM THE U. S. OFFICE
OF EDUCATION "STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS" QUESTIONNAIRE

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
FEBRUARY 1962
A.

How did you enter the University?
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
MainHawaii
land
Total

L

As a Freshman

2. Transferred

in
3. Transferred in
4. Transferred in
5. Transferred in

Freshman Year
Sophomore Year
Junior Year
Senior Year
6. Transferred as Graduate

TOTAL

B.

4695
114
254
164
21
14
5262

205
36
102
126
15
4
488

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

c.

502
9
20
35
6
367
939

150
356
290
36
18
5750

Mainland
3
0
I
3
I

190
198

Total
505
9
21
38
7
557
1137

In what college is your m3jor field of study?

268
678
93
787
1445
218
1727
73
5289

Tropical Agriculture
Engineering
General Studies
Business Administration
Education
Nursing
Arts & Sciences
Graduate School
TOTAL

19
17
21
50
88
25
269
14
503

GRADUATE STUDEt-.'TS

Hawaii

287
695

42
15

114

11

837
1533
243
1996
87
5792

44
416
16
328
78
950

Main
land

7
0
7
4
33
0
116

35
202

Total
49
15
18
48
449
16
444
113
1152

Are you the first member of your immediate family (parents and siblings)
to enroll in a college or university?
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
MainHawaii
land
Total

------1. Yes
2. No
TOTAL

D.

HiJ.waii

4900

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
MainHawaii
land
Total

,.L

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Which one best describes your

2456
2837
5293

p~rents

GRADUATE STUDE~TS
MainHawaii
land
Total

------------------

168
334
502

2624
3171
5795

400
555
955

GRADUATE STUDENTS

---~;:n:__---

Hilwaii

L 1-5
2. &-8

388

10

398

121

1191

37

1228

3. 9-11
4. High School Graduate
5. Technical School Graduate
6. Bachelor's Degree
7. Professional Degree
8. ,Master's Degree
9. Ooctora 1 Degree
rOTAL

904
1537
393
509
177
107
39

46
150

950
1687

202
127

68

476
681
1157

educational level?

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
MainHawaii
land
Total

5245

76
126
202

S6

449

106
47
32

615

11

495

224
139
50
5740

215
59

land

2
21
33
46

16

23
33
21
16
6

925

201

90
73
22

Total

123
223

160
261
82
123
94
38
22
1126

E.

Which category is most nearly applicable to your father's present
or last paid occupation?
UNDERGRADUA'fE STuDENTS

Hi3waii

----.------------1. Professional
2. Semi-Professioni31
3. Managerial or Official
4. Clerical or Sales
5. Domestic or Personal
6. Protective Services
7. Building Services
8. Agriculture, Fishing, Forestry
9. Skilled Labor
10. Semi-Skilled Labor
11. Uflskilled Labor
TOI'AL

F.

Mainland

588
227

130
24

1264

140

602
144
234
32
274
1150
430
310

Jl

5255

6
58

3
23
56

19
6
496

Total
718

251
1404
633
150
292
35
297

1206
449
316
5751

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Main
Hawaii land
Toti31

176
48
248
94
15
19
7

75
141
60
64
947

57
9

53
17
2
3

1
18

27
12
3
202

233
57
301
111

17
22
8

93
168
72
67
1149

which category includes your family's total yearly gross income?

UNDERGRADUATE STvDENTS
MainHawaii land
Total

GRADUATE STUDENTS
MilinHawaii
land
Total

(in thousands)
1.
2.
3.

18+
15-18
10-15

4.

8~10

5. 7-8
6. 6-7

7. S-6
8. 4-5
9. 3-4
10. 2-3

11. 1 - under
12. Unknown
TOTAL

~~:

237
185
789
586
409
519
466
285
239

('0

297

38
99
43
30
32
24
23
13

223
888
629
439
551
490
308
252

119

7

126
28
1563

28
1430
5292

o
133
502

5794

90
55

18
8

161
111

40

67
64
69
52
33
11
3
229
945

Data were furnished by the University of Hawaii,
Office of Student Personnel, using questionnaires
prepared by and distributed for the U. S. Office
of Education.
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19
14
14
14
7
7

2

o
59
202

108

63
201
130
81
78
83
59
40

13
3
288
1147

Appendix B
DATA ON REPLIES TO SELECTED ITE:NS FROM THE

UNIVERSITY "STUDENT FACILITIES" QUES't'IONNAIRE
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
FEBRUARY 1961

A.

Plans to seek e:-nployment
GRADUATE STUDENTS

UNDERGRADUATE STUbEHTS

Location of High School Attended

Location of High School

Mainland
Interest to
Seek Employment

------1
Yes

2

NQ

3
4

Undecided
No reply
TOTAl,

Hawaii

933
984
1035
1324

4276

No

or
Posse.$sions

Foreign
Country

Reply

133

45
40
30
49
164

12
14
7
16
49

laa

81
252
654

Att~nded

Mainland
Total

Hawaii

or
Possessions

Foreign
Country

No

Total

Reply

ll23
1226
1153
1641

92

28

118

110

17
60

31
290

24

20

1
13
5

138
301
80

182

507

531

344

27
124

8

5143

27

102&

"0
B.

Hours worked per week
UNDERGRJ.\DUATE STUDENTS

Location of HiSh School Attended
Mainland
Hours worked
Cl

1-9
10-19
20-29

30-39
40-49
50-59
(,0-69
70-79

No :reply
TOTAL

Hawaii
290,
268
570
251
86
127
4
1

or
Possessions
396
26
60
51
22
78

Foreign

No

Country

Reply

114

30
1

3443

213

140

305

12

7

5

648
321

22

155

10
61
24
82

4

5

10
13
16
7
2

3
1
5

B
1

2

bE;

11

4276

654

Total

GRlillUATE STUDENTS
_ _!:.Dcation of High School Attended
Mainland
Hawaii
or
Foreign
No
Possessions
Country
Reply

2
164

3
49

1.16

212
12

61
46

17
1

6

19
3
1

5
1
2

2
2

4
82
5143

92
1

18

11

531

344

Total

462
21

38
146
71

242
10
2

2
124

1
27

2
32
1026

,

,

source of payment for

:(0011"

~~---.

U!\:'DERGR,l\I)Ul\TE STUDENTS

GRADUATE

Location of High School Attended
Source

Mainland

Hawaii

1
2
1
4

,
;.:

D,
-.)
~

or
Possessions

Foreign
Country

236
115
190

56
15
24
7
47
15
164

3209
109

Parents
Spouse

Earn money

393

;";or'k

for

125

Other
No reply
TOTAL

175

27
57

265
4276

29

654

STUDENTS

Location of High School .Attended
Mainland

No

Tota 1

Hawaii

or
Possessions
10
87
185
9
46
7
344

Reply
15
B

3516
247

178
75

13

620

209
6
29
34

1

160

7

286

5
49

314
5143

531

Foreign
Country
8
10
30
1
70
5

124

No
Reply

Total

1

197

3

175
435
16

11
9
3

154

27

49
1026

No

Total

Source of p:lyment for meals

~--------.--~-

utiTIERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Source

Hawaii

------1

Parents

2

Spotlse

113

3

Earn money

4
5

\1Qrk

644
105
154

X

for

Other
No reply
TOTAL

GRADUATE

Locat ion of High School Attended
Mainland

3079

or
Possessions

181

227
107
204
25
57
34

4276

654

Foreisn
country
58
15
32
5
40

14
16.4

STUDENTS

Location of High School Attended

Mainland
No

Totn1

Hawaii

Reply
13
7
16
1
5
7
49

3377
242
896
136
256

16 J
72
221
4
31

236

40

5143

531

or
Possessions
10

82
186
4
48

14
344

Foreign
Country

Reply
1

185
166
445

11
9
26
1
70
7

12
0
9
2

158

124

27

1026

3

9

63

E.

Source of payment for transportation
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Source

Hawaii

1
2
3
4
S
X

Parents
Spouse
Earn money
\.;ror,-k for

Other

No reply
TOTAL

GRADUATE STUDENTS

____L.o~ation of High School Attend<§;.:;"L _ _
Mainland

2596

110
1044
44
232
250
4276

fl.Qjlt£§.:

or
Possessions
190
102
244
16
62
40
854

Foreign
Country
54

11
46

a

36
17
164

Location

No
Reply

TotBll

14
7
17
0
5
6

2354
230
1351
80
335
313
5143

49

Hawaii

Qf

High School Attended

Ma.inland
or
Possessions

121
68
262
1
34
45
531

7
80
188
3
52
14
344

Data were furnished by the University of Hawaii, Office of Institutional
Research.

Foreign
Country

No

Total

Reply

12
7
27

1
3

141
158

11

488

2

0

70
6
124

9

6
165
68
1026

3
27

Appendix C
DEFINITION OF "RESIDENCE" FOR HIGHER
FJJUCATION PURPOSES DEVELOPED BY NEW MEXICO

1.

General Definition of Resident Student:

A resident student is defined as one who sha 11 be a bona fide resident of and domici led wi thin f this State} for a reasonable per iOO. not

less than one year, immediately preceding his or her registration for a
term or semester in any State-supported college or university in {the
State}.
A minor will generally be presumed to be Zl resident of tl1e place
of his p3rents' or guardian's domicile (See Section 5).
2.

Definition of residence or domicile:
Domicile is a person's permanent home, to which he intends to return
at the termination of <lny temp'Jrary residence at another place. A person
can have but one domicile at any time.
In changing domicile, he retains
his old one until he fully acquires a new one.
"Permanent home" means
that place which the person considers to be his home either permanently or
for the indefinite foreseeable future.

3.

Presumptions ilnd Proof of Residence:

Any student whose residence has not been in this State for twelve
months before his matriculation ut [an in-state] educationul institution
mi.ly be presumed a non-resident for tuition purposes.
Proof of residency
for tuition purposes requires a written declarati_on of intent to relinquish residency in unother State Zlnd e,-;tublish it in [this state] if he is
an adult, or from his pLuents or guardian declaring their residency in
i this state), if he .is a minor.
In addition the declaration of residence must, set out or be accompanied by enough facts, plus such other evidence as the facts of the
particular case seem to call for, such as evidence that he (or his parents
if he is a minor) has accomplished at least one of the fo110....-ing overt
acts:
{a}
(b)
(c)
(d)

Registering [or the purpose of voting in [this state]
Gainfully employed on a regular basis in [the State]
Living with spouse at (an in-statej residence
Possessing *
•
resident hunting or fishing license
(e) Having received Veterans Tax Exemption Claims in [this state]
(f) Possessing a license to partiCipate in a profession in (the State}
(g) Participated in judicial proceedings in this State in which the
posture o f .
. residence [in this State] has been necessary and
successfully maintained.

4.

Attendance at institution as temporary; effect of payment of taxes, etc.,
on residence status in educational institutions:
Attendance at an educational institution is temporary residence; a
student neither gains or loses domicile solely by such attendance.
Purchase of property, and payment of taxes in t this State} are not necessari ly
proof of residence in the state for the purpOse of enrolling in a Statesupported institution of higher education.
If any or all of these are
consummated by a non-resident student while normally enrolled in a state
educational institution, or by his parents or guardians, such student shall
be deemed to retain his original residence and not to have acquired one in
[this State} except as provided in Section 6; nor does birth in [the State},
or direct descent from [State} forbears or alumni of [the State's] higher
educational institutions, or atter~ance at or graduation from [an inStatcj hiqh school necessaril::,' p::c-:e r~~5idence [t.ereJ.

S.

Residence of minor

(,:;ny male or female under 21 years of age):

The residence of a minor (any male or female under 21 years of age) is
that of his father; or of his mother, if his father be not living or if
the parents are separated and the minor habitually resides with the
mother; or, if both parents are dead, of his legally appointed ~Juardian or
:my one else -with whom he habltually resides in the absence of formal
legal designation.
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6.

Change of residence status:
Residence or non-residence status once established shall be presumed
to continue, but su~h status may be reviewed upon the application of the
school officials or of the student on any occasion of registration or reregistration for any term or semester.

7.

Emancipation of a minor:

A minor may become emancipated (freed from parental domicile) through
marriage, formal court action, abandonment by parents, death of both
parents and lack of legally appointed guardian, or positive action on his
own and his parents part evidential of his release from parental control.
To qualify under the last category. the minor must have completely separated himself from the parental domicile and prove that such separation is
complete and permanent. Mere absence from the parental domicile is not
proof of its complete abandonment.
8.

Residence of a married woman:
The residence of a married woman is that of her husband if they are
living together, except as noted further in this paragraph. A wife not
living with her husband may establish separate domicile. A non-resident
woman who marries a resident of [this state) shall become a resident at
the beginning of the next semester or term following such marriage.

A resident woman who marries a non-resident shall keep her resident
status as long as she maintains residence in [this State], but loses it if
her husband establishes a family home elsewhere.
If a resident woman
marrieS an alien, she shall not by that act alone be deemed to have alienated her . . . residence {in this Statel.
9.

Persons enjoying majority privileges:
An adult (over 21 years of age) who has had his domicile in [the
State] preceding his initial enrollment in a series of consecutive academic
years shall be presumed a resident until he changes his domicile elsewhere.

10.

Teachers:
Any person who teaches in a public or parochial school system in
[this State] on a full-time basis for a full school year of approximately
nine months may thereafter (unless he qualifies under another provision of
this definition) be classified as a resident of [the State1 for tuition
fee purposes, providing such person intends to make this State his permanent home.

11.

Federal Service:
Any person ent~ring the active Service of the United States while a
resident of [this State] and who enters a State institution of higher
education in [the State} after his separation from such Service may be
classified as a resident of the State for tuition-fee purposes. provided:
(1) he has not while in Service done anything (such as vote in another
State) to show abandonment of [his State] residence; (2) he has not
established residence in some other State subsequent to his being retired
from Service; (3) he returns to [this State) within a reasonable time
after his separation from Service with the intention of making this State
his home; (4) he is not a minor with par~nts or guardians whose place of
residence classifies him as a non-resident of [this State).

12.

Non-resident fees:
Any person unable to qualify as a resident for tuition purposes
shall be required to P3Y the non-resident fee upon enrollment, during any
semester or quarter of the regular 9-months academic year, in a course of
study consisting of 8 or more semester or quarter hours.
Non-residents
shall be charged non-resident fees for summer session attendance on a per
credit hour or flat fee basis, according to the practice of the institution.
A non-resident will not be entitled to any refund of fees by
becoming a resident during a term.
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13.

Non-citizens (aliens):
Non-citizens and their children shall be classified as residents or
non-residents on the same basis as citizens of the United States of
America, except that non-citizens and their children on diplomatic or
student visas shall be classified uS non-residents. Service in the United
States Armed Forces or. in the case of a female, marriage to d citizen of
the united States shall entitle the non-citizen student to be classified
as a resident or non-resident on the same basis as citizens.

l4.

Any commitment made prior to July 1, 1955, to any student grantillg resident classification for tuition purposes by any institution shall not be
affected by these regulations.

~:

State of New Mexico, coordinating board for higher
education.
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Appendix 0

SAMPLES OF FORMS DEALING WITH
RESIDENCE CLASSIFICATION

Sample Form 1
UNIVERSrTY OF COLORADO

PETITION FOR m-STATE TUITION STATUS

Student's Namc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Matriculation Number_

1'0 THE STUDENT:

Your residence for tuHion pUI"p<:)~ie5 can be determined only if complete answers are given to (he
following- questions. All information submitted will be held in strictest confidence and wHI be used only
for the purpose of detennining your residence status. Please feel !re~ to supplement the material on
this form with any other information that wUi have a bearing on your case.
The education which you have had prior to Coming to the University of Colorarlo may be pertinent
to this application. The,e{ore it is imporliwt that you have filed complf"le admission cre-dentjals with the
Office of Admissions.

Plpase study the l'mV(cl-slty rules I'eg<lrdlng residenre slatus before submitting this application.
These rdle$ m<ly be futlrd in
of 1he btdletul!', of the sever;)! schools and colleges u:1der the heading
"ClasSlflcatlOn of Resjdents
::'on- rcsid eDls."
A student who \v_lIlfullv gives \1. rang Wf()rr.-lation to
evade W\)'TI1ent of ;"on-res;.dent lUltlO:1 "hall be subject to serIOus d15clp!:narv action.

WHO SHOULD COMPLETE THIS FORM:
A.

The Student should complete trns form only If he or she 1S over 21 years of :o.ge or an emancipated
person ",-holly dependent 0_1 hiS 01' ber Tt'50urces_ IMarned '/vomen, see Item C> below,)

lL

The Father of the student should norrn£'1l1v complete thl~ form if the studer,t tS it'ss tha.1l 21 years
(1n case :h€:· parents ate c--q')ar~jl,-'d, the f(,rm :;hmlld be r-nmpl('ted by the pareht havmg
leg;:-il custody or the legally al,pcintt-d i_;uard;;,n_
In the eveht thdt no person ha.s been designated
as hanng legal custody, tht> fOl-m 15 tt) be ('ompleted by the parent w;.th '),hom the student makes
hiS home.
If the guardw,1) or person havu'g legal ('ustody 1S a marn(>d woman, her husband
,hould c()tnpteu: the font<. ($(-(: ifem C, be/ow!
of c.gL

C,

The Husband of a married woman student should complete this fonn sin.:::e her residence is that of
her husband.

PRODECURE f'OR FILmG TfflS FORM:
'Vhen the form 10, (OlT,plc!(>d, it ~_hO\;ld be rt'\,"rned to the CommIttee on TUlllon Status; !V'IacKy
121; 'L'mverslly of Colorado; Bou!de" Cok"a,co.
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Page 2
I~L"

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION

__

1>1 , ___ ,-11>. __ •

I
2, Address
For Reply

1. student's
Name

51":,,

~~rthdate of per:_~.~~omptetin~~~"-~"","cm"".~_~_~~~___~__~~_~~~~_~~. __~_~j

Use this space to mQre fully e_xplain items (, and

G. What is your relationship to the student?

8.

(Please use -t~-;e~-sPace at right to explain any
unusual circumstances of the relationship. such
court order givingcustodyofchildren.

as

legal

guardians hAE~ __ l~nd et £':'L~ __---cc~~~~~-cc-c-1
S!1'''~'

~~~~,.~)(~l~;;~~~
8

_________ ___ .. _~~~~_~~_"_ . ~J

terms

C111

_~~~~_~~~~ _ __

Sial"

UH)

d~l"'~ (eJ.;;ll:;ple,

f<lil and sprmg, 19ho~r;J.)

dates

mstHuhon

1.
2.
3.

".

11. Give names and addresses of two
pel'sons, not members of your

I

Cay

a._~~~~~~~~_~~~~~_~~~~____ ~~_

2. :~:d::~'t:::~::,,~:~eC~::':~; r,~ luse this

__
com~to~ Colo~~£? -.-~~--~--~~-~

t3.

M,;m,!J,

W!wn did ""-'ll' pH' ;Hll
~,Ia 'i In CniOLI(jO ],P£;nl?

Yc;;-----

1'"

space

to

I

I

(Use space at right to explain your whereabouts between the dates in items 12 and 13, if
rc-~th~ec'c' are not the
1

same.)

14. ~':: ~:~i~f~(~~~:d~'~~! S. Where dId

you
live be-fun; ~">m
ingtoColorado?

..---

--------~-------------C-----

List pn.>nulls cojjeglate
In"t:tutlot~S ;Jttp,:ded aLd

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO RESIDENCY

~

t

If n)u Il;nt' ;)"(';.(:(-d thl' l'f)l\?rcdty uf Color-ado, p\'e

r-------10.

!

SUle

Your present rnalhng address. (Use space at
:lght to ~X~'l~:_ any u!'~SUal Clrcwnstances )

~~~~_

9,

CIty

---'-~------I

! G, How long did
yOllllve there?
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more fully

explain

ltems

~ and

""". 3
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO RESIDENCY, Continued

17. \Vhen

in what state
did 'lOU file yoU!' most
r('('c'nl slate income tax

When and in who! state
did you file your most

re"ent federal income
tax ["eturn

relnrn?

Ill. ifyouQwnacar, m
what state was
licensed?

20

1.;>'1 y~JI.'

"

Do.

,,~

18

a,~

I

I

Do.

Pl .. <oe

'?

In what I:"ounty and

c,,~r.;y

stal.,. was your molor
vl?hiclc operators

Tim ye.ar

$Iale

lkens c issu("I':I?

21. D('scnhe any Colorado real
estate which yUll may own.
c.ry

'u.

County

22. If you are a registered voter, please name
the county derk's office where such status

_5ao be verified.
No~

S!a<e

C'ry

---

23. If you hold membersinp in a church, professional
association, club, or lodge, !2: ve name and location.
C.ry

Name

SUIe

24. If you have a checking account.
gtve name and address of the
bank.
Employer

'".

City

25. If E'mployed, give name
and address of employer.
Employu

I

D"le I

126. When and with whom was your most
recent out*of~stale employment?
C<ry

Sl.~

27. Where is your home?
MILITARY SERVICE

I

_..

Note: This section need be filled out only if the persop completing the fonn has had recent military
service.
You

Momb

2B. Dates of militarr service:

10

from

spent in Colorado. "ive dates:

)'0

from

...

""'

T.u

Momb

29. If part of your tour of duty was

T.u
T~

to

If you decided to make Colorado
your true home during the period
that you were stationed in Colorado, please explain in the space
at right what evidence might sub~
stantiate :"our intent.

c<ry

131. Woe« did ,ou " " orio. to indoction?
Mo"tl>

32. How long dId you ll\re there?

T.~

to

from:

78

......

"0.
T.u

Page 4.

MILITARY SERVICE, Continued)

j

33. I! you did not comedi,ectly to
Colorado upon being separated
from service, please explain
your whereabouts during that
interim.
State

34

M'>P.th

Yea<

If you have applied for any state
benefits for veteranS, please
name the state and approximate
date of application.

STUDENT'S FINANCIAL RESOURCES

I

What are SOllrc<,s of ::.twJent's support?
35. (Indicate percent;lgt'sj
SUPPLEMENTAL

36.

~TA'~ME~.::J

Please state why you bel1/?\E'
thai in-slate ciassiflcation
is appropnate In this case.

I hereby certify that the qu<,stions in n-,is appll<ation have been answered accurately $nd completely
(Slgned)
Date

Person compleHng this form
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samp Ie Form

L

UNIVERSITY OF MlNNEsOTA

Minneapolis 14

APPLICATION FOR RESIDENT CLASSIFICATION
(For Admission and Fee Purposes)

, Date____ _
2. Pennanent home address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

____ Place of birtL..

4. Date of birth..

5. If foreign born, have you been naturalized or taken steps toward it?_

.___ From (pJace)L_

6. When did you come (or last return) to Minnesota to live-.-.-

Explain any e:U'lier stay lwrlL ____ _
1. Supply the following information:

b. Mother·sname-_________ ~ ________ ~~_. _ _ ~ _ _ _ __

c. If parents' addresses differ. explailL __ .__ .____ ,___________ .____ ,___

~

_________________________ _____________ __

d. IT neither parent is living. or if you have a guardian, guardian's name__
Address of

guar~

Date guardianship

oogarL-

_. ____

~

___ Legal or informal?_

8. Marital Status: Single...-______ Married.....

_____ place of man:iage-__
Date of maniage......-_______________ _

Place of spouse's residence before lllaJ'riage......-
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9.

Regulations

The following mles and practices regarding nonresident students, both men and Wflmen, have been approved hI'
II,,, l'niw:rsity-"
1. ~\l ~t>.l(knt isdigible for residence das;;ifkatiun in the Unjversity, in any coHeg<, IJI('reof, unless he has DM'n a
j"ma fide domiciliary of Ill(' state for al least a year immediately prior thereto. This requirement dot's not prejudice
the right of a ,tudent ad:nitted on a n,onresjd~nt b~si~ to be placed thcreaftn on a .resid,'nt bas.is provid<'~l he has
acquired a bona fide doml{"J}e ~1~ a year $ duration V:'lt.hm !he s!a~e. Ayendanee at the Ulliverslty neltlwr e:lDStltnh's.l1?r
np({"s5:1nly precludes the aeqmsJtlO1i of such a doma:lk. h:r Ufl1W"rSity purrose~, a stydent does not .wqmre il domICIle
in MinJws(>ta Hnhl he has tx-en here 1m at least a year pnmanly as a {X'rmant:nt resdent and nol mt:rely as a studf'nt;
this involves the probability of his remaining in Minnesota beyond his completion of SdlOO!

z_ The n;~p()nsihility of registering u!l{lt:r proper residence is pbet:d on the student. If there is any possihle q1!e,"
tion of a student's n'sideuee under the rules of the B<)ard of Regents, he ,hnuld raise the qu('~ti()n with the orne(' of
Admi,sions :md Hct.'ords.
3. A Board of Review for HesidenCt" Classification, made up of the Dean of Admissions and Records and five
other staB' memhers of the l'nivcnity, passes on all dOl/btfll1 or disputed eases of reskit-nce d:lssification_ In making
\b d"{'1~;i(')j15 tlw hoard i<;. \!.\Ii<.kd by the f"Uowing hasl<: rul~s:
a For a paren!"s domicile to he in Minnesota, he must have conncrtions \vith the ,talt> other than the nl('Tp
fa, t of preserlce \nth j-us ehildren whlle they are attending the l;!l!v('rsity or any other ~finn('sota whOl,]
ill c"lIegt'.
b 111(' domicile of a minor f0!10W5:
That of the parents or survivin!! parent; or
2. ·[hat of the parent tu whom custody of the minor has bt:t'n awarded hy a divorce or otht'r judicial {:e·
cree. or

J 11Mt (,f Ill'(' paf(·pt wilh whom the minor in i:Kt makes his home, 11 there has tx-cn a wparatinn with"
out a judicial ,lwilrd of ('mlndy; or
4 TJM! of an adoptive p:uent. where there has \:wen a lpgal adoption, even though the natural par .. nts qr
V.ucnt he living.; or
5. That {,f a "natllraf" guardian, ,och as grandparent or other close rdative \,·ith whom the min,)f in Ll("t
makes his home, wh,-f(' the paH'nts are dead or have abandorl{"d the minor.
c. \\.'ht>re a general guardian has I>c('n appointed hy the' state of the ward's tlomkiie at the time of appoint,
ment, the ward's domkile presumptively remains in that state. The appointment by a ~.finnesota cotlrt "f a
resident guardian of a minor not dOIJ1iciled in this state at the time of appointment has nu effect upon !II('
domicile of the ward.
d. A child emancipated hy Ihe Jaw of his domicile has the ~ame power as an adult to aequire another domicile
Marriage constitutes emancipation of minors, hoth mal!- and female. The domicile of a fem;l.!e IW(:(\HWS \h;\~
of lwr hushand and so remains while she eontinues to live with him. For VniVNsity purposes, a nonresidenf
ff?male becomes digible for re~ident status one ealendar year after marriage tll a \1innesota resident; con·
venely, a resident female loses re-sidence pri\·ile.ge-s one cale-ndar ye:u after marriage to a nonresident.
e. For either an adult or an emandpate.:J minor to acquire a domicile in this state he must have fwnnancnth
left his parental home, must ha\"e acquired int~'n'5ts "f a rdatlvdy [wrn);lnent rhllracter in this ~tate "Ibn
than attendance in 5(:hool, must he actually making a homt' in ~fiImts()t .. , and must have no pres{,nt definite
inkn\ of Jf"lJI<.)"\:iJ1~ thnd-rnm as of a time {"{"ftam in the rebtively near t1!tuTP_

f. Th,· following:

(lidS, standing alone, are not accq)led as mfBdent evi<ietl('{> of domicile: employment by the
Cniwrsi!", as a fellow. scholar, assistant, or in any pi6ihon normalh- filled bv students; a statem('nt d intention r;) acquiw a domkile in this state, voting or registratIoll f,;r \"t1Iing: the lea5e of livin;.; quarters.
paynwllt of lo(;al and state tan's, Of automohde registraflon.

R- An ouh,f·state student enmlled for a full prnZIam, 'lr ~lIbstantially ;\ full prn~ram, is ef>nsldf1"f.. 1 tn h,p in
Minrw50t" primllriiy for the purpoS(' of attt'ntiing sdu}ol. and i~ pr('sllmf'd not t'! Ix' here as a permanent Tt·qdent Cf)ntimwd rre'f-rrtY in "fmnt'~"t:1 chrmr:; '-;1(a\)l'tl p"n,,,,h t!<W\ ,,01 ·,f rh-df 'Wf'f'~>I'-"-' th.:, pn'-"'nrnpli"H
h. A stndt'nt Wh'l has CHnw fn)m a"oth"r state h;>"5 tIl<' bmdt·n of utablishing by con~incing proof his e'igi.
bility for University residl:'nt c!assifkation.
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10.

Applicanfs Statement

(Required for normal consideration. Note that this is to be notarized on the following page.)
Rea,l the Rtlgulations on the preceding page and mille as dear and complete a statement as you can covering the
following: (a) Your purpose in coming or last retuming to Minnesota, (b) A chronology of dates and events relilted to
your coming here and your activities and places of residence, from the time when you were living at home and attending high school, until the present, (c} Facts that, in your opinion and in the light of the regulations, tend to establish your
residence here, (d) Your immediate and long range plans. Be specific but be brief; attach additional pages if necessary
for a cDmplete statement on only the facts of residence.

ll. What are the sources of your support? (If several, itemize amounts or percentages)

12. What portion of your funds, if any, do you obtain from your parents?_____________ ~_._
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13. Signatures and Action
This statement should be supported with any appropriate attached documentary evidence,. signed below before
a notary public. and submitted to the Office of Admissions and Reeords of the University.

Telephone No._~

CountyoL.

Action by Board......-______ --

DecWon of Boa>-d """ (date».._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~
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~

Samp le Form 3

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
Re$idence Classification Office
Seattle 5

APPLICATION FOR RESIDENT CLASSIFICATION
IMPORTANT: Before filling in blanks, read the following carefully: In order to be classified as a resident for tuition
purpose~:, a j)('r~on mu>," have m:ide his permanent home in the state of Washington for one full year during the yr"r
imrne(ilcltcly prcn:ding }]is registration at the Cniwrs:ty with the intent to maintain permanent H'sidenr:e. Complete
answers to questions 6 and 7 must be given in o,der that your residential status may be determined, Temporary r('~id'cI1l'e
merely kr tnl' purpo~,e of attending ~eh()(Jl. lUi' employment, or for the performance of :niiitary Of otlwr ge>vcrnr;-)('ntal
service. is not ~ufficie!lt to cSLabk,h resi,knce for tuition pUTjx;ses. The represc-ntations made in tllis application are made
for the purpose of detenllining the kg;,! domi('ik of ,be c.u;dem. All statcments are subject to invt'stigation and verifieD.tion, nnd nny misstatement made for tb: lJurp(hC uf mi';l<'ading: or defrauding the l'niver!;ity D.nd the St::tte is punjs!~aU('
by e:xpulsion from the Univen;ity and may re~ult in !egaJ action against the maker. Except in ca~ie of misstatement, all
infonnatjon given by the student will be held strictly confidential.

Ii you are either single or not yet 22 years of age, fill in Parts I and II.
If you are a married woman, fill in Parts I and III,
I[

yuu have served in the armed fowes of the United States, fill in Parts L II, and IV.

If you do not come within any of these categories, fill in Part I

PART I
{l.&<t)

2.

Seattle address (street and munber)"

3

Permanent home address. _____ _

4.

Age in years and months

(P;",t)

. Telepllone_

Place of birth
S.

Marital status: Single

0

Married 0

DivOH:rd 0

Widowed

0

If married, how long?

\Yhm and for what purpose did you first come to the state of Washington? Date_

Bum here::-J

Atte-nd 5(:hf-,ol

[J Employment 0

Military service

0

Other (specify;_
Wh(:n and for what purpose did your present (i,e., your Ia.test) stay in the state of Wa.,<;hington begin!
~ionth.

Other (sp('cfy i-
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9.

11.

'I\'here did you live before your present stay in Wa::h:ngkn OCgJ.fl?_

If you were once a resident ,:,f

.... _.If ro,

school! __ _

12

\V<l~niflgto[J
fOf

aJld left the state, did you UO

what

$0

for any puf"jJ'ClSC sther than to attend

purpose~.

List an persons by whom you have been employed within the past two years (start with mo::;t recent employer)'
Employer

Address

13.

Are you a citizen of the United States?_

\4.

If an alien,

WDt-rI.

do you

e"pe~t

Dates

.. If not, what is

to retum pennane1\tiy to your own

What form of passport visa do you hold? StudenL .. _ _

yO\Jf

nationality'_

C01.lntry

_ _. _Visltor

(give appro:timate date)'_

. ______ Pennanent resident_

Alien Card Number:.
15.

... Ifso,

If an alien, have you made formal declaration to become a citizen of the United States?

16. Are you registered for voting? ____ •• ______ . Where? (Precinct name or numberJ ___ .• __ ._
11.

Uyau have ever voted, when did you vote last? __ _

j8.

If you are eligible to vote under the laws of any st3te or country. IVhnt do you regan::! as

yOUf

proper voting place,>

1.9. What high schools have you attended (names, locatiOt1, dates)L

20.

List all previous attendance at the Uniyersity of Washington. indurling present attendarlC'e but not in('hldin~

utension classes _________ __ _
~

21. Fot which qu..'l.rter do you intend

t(l

enrr,[t? _._
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12.

Give names of higher institutions of learning fonncrly attended and periods attended at each.

School

IJ.

Location

Dates

Prior to this. have ymt evef. here or elsewhere. made a statement or affidavit pertaining to your residence 1
If so, when and where".

24.

Did you pay a nonresident tuition fee at any other institutionL

25

Is your father or stepfather living' ~_

PART II

How long

ha.~

__ If

50,

give his full name and pprmanent addrt'ss_

he been living in that state?

\\'hat state did he live in previous to that?
How long did he liye there?

Is he a registered voter? __

.~'"herer

When did he vote last?

Where?_

__

What is his business or occupation and business address?

.+ ___ "

If your LIth"r nr strpf«ther is not living, when did he die, and where was his residence at his death?_

ANSWER THE fOLLOWING ONLY IF YOUR FATHER (OR STEPFATHER)
IS NOT LIVING OR YOUR PARENTS ARE DIVORCED
26.

Is your mother living? _ _

+

+

_____

If so, give her full name and pennanent address.

How long has she heen living in that state?_
v,,'hat state did she Ji'\:e in pre\'-lou$ to thaV_
How long did she live there ,_

Is she a registered voter?, _~. ~ .. ". \\'here?_

_

+

\\nen did she last vote? __ . _" _\\nere?_

If your mot.her is not living. when did she die, and where was her residence at her death?_

If so, when. where, and by what

wun'._
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PART HI
28_

FujI name of husband_

29

His permanent home address

30.

How lcng has he bee!lliving therer_

31-

fb prevlous home.
How long: did he live there_
How long has he lived in tile st3.W d Washington?

32.

His business or occup;ltion and phcc of

33

Is he a ("itil.en of tIw enited States'.
citizen? _

bu~ine$S.

__ If not, hal". he made a funn?J ,le{"br:,tin,) of intention to beeome a

____ If so, when and where? __
Date:.

Alien Card Number:.
34.

When did he yote last?
Where is he registered to vote' (Precin,;t No.)_

35.

Are you leg!<l1y separ;,tcd'_

. _If so, when and where did you sq ;lrCtte'.
___ If so, when, where, and by what court? _

Are you divorced' _

PART IV
36.

WhenL _____ _

From what state did you enter the service?
How long had you lived there prior to entering the service? _________ _

37.

What was your pennanent h0ITle address on your service records? ___ _

38.

v:then were you <ocparated from service?,

,)9,

If stationed in Washington, (lid YUt! establish residence off the po<;P __

___ Where?

D.""

Ad""'"

40.

If serara.ted fron, tlw St'fvin' less tb:-!l three y(-;,rs, where

h:l\,("

you htct'n and what have you b<:tn doing? (Give

approxim;.tedates :_

Sig>t<ll4TI!
{Rc-vUed 9159)
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Appendix E
COMPARISON OF NUMBER OF HAWAII STUDENTS ATTENDING
COLLEGES IN THE VARIOUS STATES AND OF NUMBER OF

OUT-OF-STATE STUDENTS STUDYING IN HAWAII*
FALL 1958

Out-Migration:
Number of Hawaii
Students Attending College in
the State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

California
Colorado

Connecticut

In-Migration:
Number of Students
from the State
Attending Institu-

Net Effect: OUt-Migration
minus In-Migration

tions in Hawaii

4

22
5
1,263

305
16
50

9
2
8
14
223

+1,040

15

+290

17

-1
+47
-2
-25

-5
-2
+14
-9

Florida

8

3
2
33

Georgia

9
37
230
211
122

12
10
52
25
20

-3
+27
+178

95
15
25
1
33

13

13

+82
0
+17
-5
+20
+80
+92
+54
-4
+104

District of Columbia
Delaware

Idaho

111inois
Indiana

Iowa
Kansas

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

15
8
6

+186
+102

Missouri

5
133

34
61
18
9
29

Montana
Nebraska

18
57

6
4

+12
+53

10
21

5
42

+5
-21

26
163

8
82
18
2
32

+18
+81

Massachusetts

Michigan
Minnesota

Mississippi

114
153
72

Nevada

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

5

1
106

19
20
63
4
2

-13

-1
+74
+3

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

22
399
49

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

4
23
47
117
1

2
17
53
6

+111

4

-3

14
190

11
43
6
32
3

+3
+147

Utah

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

3

190
6

88

+379

-14
-4
+1
+2
+6
-6

-6
+158

+3

Out-Migration:
Number of Hawaii
Students Attending College in
the State
Guam
Total

In~Migration:

Number of Students
from the State
Attending Institutions in Hawaii

5

4,405

2

1,137**

Net Effect: Out-Migration
minus In Migration

+3
+3,268

American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Officers. Committee on Research and
Service, A Supplement to The Home State and
Migration of American College Students. Fall 1958
(December 1959), pp. 38-39.

*Includes undergraduate, graduate, and professional school students.
**Does not include 171 students from foreign countries studying in
Ba:waii.
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Appendix F
SOURCES OF INCOME FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES*

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
1956-57 to 1961-62

1956-57

1957-58
Per

Source
Amount

Cent

Amount

Cent

Per
Amount

1960-61

1959-60

1958-59

Per

Cent

Amount

Per
Cent

Amount

1961-62
Per

Per
Cent

Amount

Cent

Territorial

or State
Appropriation
Student Fees

en

o

Federal
Funds

$3,330,663

55.75

$4,128,181

58.87

$4,501,972

55.06

$ 6,204,656

57.70

$ 7,408,365

54.17

$ 8,589,087

46.49

1,293,008

21. 64

1,362,019

19.43

1,799,454

22.01

1,942,244

18.06

2,076,652

15.18

2,216,166

12.00

836,620

14.00

978,905

13.96

1,439,206

17.60

2,105,814

19.58

3,581,318

26.19

6,456,872

34.95

514,429

8.61

542,741

7.74

436,329

5.33

500,470

4.65

609,978

4.46

1,212,258

6.56

Sales of
Services,
Oi fts and
Grants

TOTAL

$5,974,720

$7 ,011,846

$8,176,961

$10,753,184

$13,676,313

$18,474,383

-

Sources~

University of Hawaii, Annual Reports for 1956-57 to 1960-61, and Business Office.

·Excludes funds for capital improvements.

Dollar amounts have been rounded to the nearest dollar.

